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The Problem 
CHAPmR. I 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a. study of twenty oases brought to the attention of a. mental 
health consultant, Dr. Saul Cooper. working out o£ the South Shore 
Guidance Center, by an elementary school system in a town in :Massachusetts. 
Dr. Cooper has been trained as a clinical ps.yehologist. Social workers 
both at the South Shore Guidance Center and at other State clinics are 
als_o engaged in mental health consultation and it is presumed that the 
findings of this stu~ 'Will have_ ~qual. relevance for social workers 
interest~d in school consultation. Dr. Cooper's work was chosen as the 
focus for this study for reasons stated later in Chapte~ I. The author 
was interested in le~rning how consultation ope~a.tes and what factors 1 may 
be significant in determinjng its effectiveness. 
Background 
There is at the present time a wide gap between the mental health 
-, . '" . . . . 
needs of the. communi. ty and the available mental health resources. Part 
o£ the difficult, is the shortage of ~rofessionally trained personnel 
and part is the uneven dist_ribution of psychiatric treatment £acilities 
throughout the Commonwealth. Another problem is the lack of 'Wholehearted 
involvement of the cOmmunities themselves in fostering mental health 
projects. In an effort to circumvent problems of personnel shortage, 
-1-
uneven distribution of services 1 and comnnmi ty apathy~ a program of 
mental health_ consultation is bein~ develo~ed in the State of 
Jlf.assaohusetts.Y The idea of extending such services to schools is not 
entirel~ new. In the early 1940's high schools in Cincinnati were working 
to'VIB.rd developing a survey which_ c_ould be u~ed for "quick evaluation of 
student's persoll&.l problems on a mass basis."Y This was in response to 
the "need for so.me way to recognize quickly_ the ps,ychiatric needs of 
individual students in large school systems.•• Hertzman concludes his 
account of the program in Cincilma.ti, saying, 
"This survey· showed that mere the school was aware of his 
personal problems,· the student could be· helped 'by the dean and 
/iUidance7 oounselorJ _that the greater n~ber of students must t'e helped through the schools rather than through commmlity 
agencies. ~0 . bring more . such personal· help to students,e .,schools 
require more personnel ••• and psychiatric consultants."2f 
In a later articl~ Hert=man identified two fUrther aspects of a 
public_ health mental birgiene approach... These included "development of 
~c understanding by all the people in the school system. responsible 
for the: child's welfaren, ~d nteaOhing of mental brg~en~ concepts in the 
schools." He concluded that the 11greatest advances in understanding and 
y Plan for a Mental Health Program in Massachusetts, 1955-1957, an 
unpublished paper distributed to State mental bigiene clinics. 
. . . . - .. - - . - .. ., 
/ g( Jack Hertzman, "High School Mental HYgiene Survey", .American J our.aal of 
~hopsychi~try (April, 1948), 18:238":'256• 
2/ Op. cit •• P• _256. _. _ 
hi Jack Hertzme.n, "School Mental-Hygi~ne .. A Public Health Approach" 
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, {July, 1950), 20:529-51.,4. 
2 
acceptance· have been ~d~ .'Vdth administrative and supervisory personnel.u 11 
Methods used included- " ••• consultations on problems not referred individu• 
ally to the clinic." 
Mildred Sikkema in a recent paper discusses the consultative function 
of the school social worker.!/ Her account is closely similar to the type 
pf work described in the present study. The chief distinction is the 
base from which the consultant operates. The school social worker is an 
integral part of the school system 'With all that this implies. The mental 
health consultant is an outside person, less subject to the forces., social 
. . . . . . . . .. 
structure and internal pressures encountered by the school. social worker, 
and thus is able to flmction 'Wi 1:h less encumbrances and 'With. greater 
objectivity. Sikkema identifies two basic interrelated objectives of 
consultatioru 
"1• To bring new- in the sense of· different- knowledge 
to bea't on a problem, or to bring kno'WXI. aspects together in a 
different configuration. The purpose is 'to provide a different 
and enlarged perspective for assessing and defining a problem and 
for identif,ying and tocusing the needs of the person seeking 
consultation $0 that the steps tO be taken ~ be planned on the 
basis ~f all the knowledge . 8.lld skill tha.t can ~e made aw.ilable. 
2. To present the knowledge in such 8. way that it 'Will enable 
the person to 'Whom consultation is given to develop and strengthen 
some aspect of his competence. The purpose is to provide help for 
lJlalJ\V' tlr ough one •" 
The ter.m "consultation" is variously defined depending on the context 
the aims of the service being ofi'ered and the function of the consultant. 
Brasa2" sees the consultant's function in public health nursing to be 
y Mildred. Sikkema,· "The ·school Social Worker Serves as Consultant", 
Casework Papers 1955, From the National Conference ot Social Work., 
published by Family Service Association of American, PP• 75 ... 82. · 
. . ~ . . - •. .. . ; . 
gj Mattie Brass, "A Plan for Nursing Consultation," Nursing Outlook 
primarily an advisory one which in.eludea "sharing information and 
suggesting methods tor carrying out a plan or progrsm." Valtenstein 
stresses the teaching aspects of the collaboration betwe~ psychiatris~ 
and social -worker in discussing principles of psychiatric oonsultatio:r:a-..!/ 
The use of consultation services in industry i~ discussed by McGregor.Y 
He finds the consultant's most "Valuable function to be "creating a perm.is• 
sive atmosphere in 1\tlich the fionsultei/ can explore tally all possible 
alternatives and exercise his own ingenuity' Without fear of exposing his 
wea,knCJss.•~ McGregor also speaks of "helping· the /jonsultei/ to help. 
himself" of establishing a "relationship" in 'Which he is perceived as a 
source of possi~le help6 and of provid~ng "support", _all famil~ar case 
. . 
work techniques. The shades of definition ail.d elaboration of consultant 
. . . . . ~ 
~ctions are as :nu1nero~!l' as the writers on_ the subject. For the most 
part the consultant's role is a mixture of collaborator,. expert, and 
- -
enabler in varying degrees depending . ,on the nature of the setting. This 
~ap~rwill limit_~tsel!'_to a ~tucil of a specific type (Jf.consultation 
offered by the South Shore Guidance Center which in turn closely follows 
• ••• • ". • ···- • • - • ow. : ·~ •••••• : • - • ·-. -- • ... • •• -- • "' ' • • 
the principles and met~ods. lai~ dO'Wrl by Dr,. ~ral~ Caplan, the l~adin.g 
expert end teacher of this subject in the state of Massachusetts. 
Operational Definitions 
For the purposes of this study the follo'Wi.ng definitions will be 
used.: 1. Consultation is. the service offered by the South Shore 
}} Arthur Val1enstein, ·-"Some Principles. ,Qf ·Psychiatric Consultation" • 
Social Casework,_ ~J~e, 1955)Jt 36:253-256. .. . _ · . _ 
y' DoUglas McGregor, "Staff Function in Ruman Relations11 Journal of Social 
Issues, (Summer, 1948),. : -22. _. . . 
4 
Guidance Center to neighboring schools, whereill a member of the clinic 
team confers with one or more key persons in the school system in an 
effort to enable them to cope more effectively wi~_ ~- "cri~is si~ation" 
centering around some aspect of the pupil's behavior • .!/ 2. The consultan1 
is that member of the clinic team providing the service. 3· The consulteE 
~s the school staff person to whom ~e. service_ is_ being o~fered. 4• The 
case is that pupil who is the subject of the consultation. 
-
Research Questions 
T~e stuttr 19ill attempt to answer the following questions s 
1. 'What wes of cases 'Were chosen for consultation? 
2. To ~t extent is there agreement between the consultant and the 
. ~ ~ '· 
consul tee With respect to the problem, and to the goal ( s )'! How did the 
oonsultee perceive the value of the service? 
3· . How important are factors of timing (the point at which the 
consultant enters the situation}., emergent natu:re of the problem, manner 
. - ..... 
in which the consultation was _arranged, previous Jm..owledge of the Guidance 
Center and/or the consultation service, and frequen~ and duration of the 
consultation contact? 
4. 'What casework techniques and principles are found in consultation? 
1/ Note: Consultation is a divnamic process invol'Ving interaction between 
two-oFm.ore persons, which has as its underlying purpose the promotion 
of the mental health of the consul tees and facilitation of the teacher's 
and/or the school t s ability to deal with certain problems them.sel ves 
as a 'preventive' program. 
Justification for the Stud( .. .. 
In a recent article by Caplan.,.!/ the author stat~~_ that his pap~r 
ttrepresents a preliminary account of work in progress ••• much remains to 
be learned about the advantages and_ draw~acks of the. technique as well 
as its indications and contraindications." Several staff members from the 
South Shore Guidance Center6 ~o have been trained under Caplan, are 
. . ' . . " 
currently engaged in consultation with schools in the neighboring 
. . . 
c~:a~ties. They lack criteria tor evaluating the results of ~eir 
efforts and are particularly interested in research in this area. Finally, 
it appears to me that this type of service has great potential both as a 
preventive technique and as a me~s of extending and perhaps better 
utilizing mental health resources. 
Scope of the Stuqy 
Although initial~ I intended this research to be primarily diag-
nostic.Y stemming from the theoretical work ot Caplan and based on ·the 
. . . - . . . .. - .. 
practices of consultants at the_Ce~te~, ~ soo~ found ~at significant 
differences between theor,r and practice made some ~ditication imperative. 
. - . ~ . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . - . - - . . 
Therefore, this report is partly diagnostic __ and partly explora.toey in 
design. It is based on the work of one mental health consultant in one 
1/ Gerald Caplan and J. :M. Rosenfeld. "Techniques of Staff Consultation 
. I'n an Immigrant·Children's organization in-Israel" American Journal of 
Orthopsychiatry, {January, 1954), 24:,42-6'2. . . 
y Ja.hode. points out that. a diagnostic stu~ " ••• seeks to discover causal 
or other relations between underlying factors and the st1rtace ·ones and 
thus to point the way to re.medial action ••• (it} is directed toward 
discovering not only what is occurring but~ it is· occU.rring and what 
can be done about it." See' Jahode.,. Deutsch and Cook, 19.54, Research 
Methods in Social Relations• 1:176• 
6 
public school system. during the fall of 1955. and January- 1956. !:a. that 
span of time roughl;y two dozen o~es were brought to his attention. 
. . -· , . . ' 
Twenty of these oases, invol'Ving fourteen tea~ers and five principals~ 
five element~ schools and one special class~ "Were chosen for the purpose 
or this study'. 
Limitations of the StuSf: . 
There is ver,v· little published material on this t,ype ot consultation 
and no published s,yste.matic research at the present time. Oonsequentl~; 
there is a relativel;y unstructured frame of reference for mw own study'. 
There is also the serious problem of a laCk of recorded infor.mat~on on 
the various consultation visits and i~or.mal chats ~th teachers, 
pril:icipals and other school personnel. The d)tnami.c interaction between 
consultant and consultee, which might appear in a process reoor~, is 
laCking, as well as the immediate impressions of the consultant. Finall;y, 
this stud,r is focused on the work of only one consultant as he operated 
in one school system •. While there· are definite advantages in confining 
the research to this .limited area (for a fuller discussion see chapter 
.. . . . . -
on methodology), the amount of generalization is curtailed. The investi• 
gation of the 'WOrk of a number of consultants in a variety of school 
. ' 
s;vstem 1muld tend to ob~ate this limitation. However, .such a study' is 
beyond the scope of the author at the present time. 
Sample and Method 
.. ' 
In an attempt to answer the que~tions ~osed at the outset, either of. 
two broad approa.cnes seemed possible. One 1rould involve a samp~ing of 
consultation cases from each of the half dozen or more school systems 
7 
now_being served bf the South Shore Guidance Center. Several consult~ts 
as -well as a. number of different school systems would thereby be brought 
- - . . .. . . . . . . - . . -~ - . . . . . . . . .. 
into the picture, thus widening the scope of the stud¥'• However, such a 
method would have achieved breadth and quantity at the expense of quality 
• ' • •• • ,. ¥ ·- ... -· - ••••• - •• • • • • • - • • • • • 
and intensity. In addition8 a representative sample would seem to be 
. .. . - -.- .... - -
the indicated method for the first approach~ However, selecting a 
representative sample presupposes an~"Wers to several of the very questions 
which the study seeks to investigate. ]'inally" the "irast practical diffi-
culties of obtaining the consent of a. number of school systems, the 
cooperation of superintendents, principals, and teachers located in~ 
schools over a wide geographica~ area, made a. sampling approach impracti-
cal. Largely for these reasons, the second method, that of selecting 
cases from. a. single sohool system was indicated. 
.. . . 
The elementary schools in the tovm of Hillside pro'Vided an ideal 
field for mw study. Consultation services appeared better developed 
. -- . 
in Hillside than inmost of the neighboring c~ities in spite of the 
tact that they had only- recently -been· inaugurated. !!.'he school per~onnel 
were friendly-, cooperative and csndidJ receptive to the project and 
secure enough to permit an outsider easy access to ~e several schools, 
and to provide other needed material and information. The 4onsultant 
working with ~e Hillside schools_ has had m.ore experi~noe than ~ of 
the other _agency staff members with this type ot work. Although he has 
been trained in the allied discipline of clinical psyChology, he is 
. . 
rking in an area. 'Which_, at this time • appears equally the pro'Vinoe ot 
psychiatric social "WQrk as well as psychology and psychiatry. (All three 
disciplines are represented .by- consultants working out of the South Shore 
8 
Guidance Center). 
By' chance rather :tman. design8 exactly_ twenty' ·c~ses '\'lere_ "in process" 
or n closed" at the tiae I started tq . in:vestigations. The names of these 
twenty' children were originally f'urnished by the superintendent of 
. - ' -. . - . . . . . 
elementar;y education. who was in. a s.ense the clearug agent for all 
. . . . . . . - . - . . 
consultation cases, and 'bl?-e main communication link between the school 
system and the consultant. In addition t~ tbese twenty names I was given 
other pertin~nt informa.tio~ such ~s gr~d~ 8 teacher and brie~ resume of 
the situation in each case. The twenty' nsmes were then .checked 'With the 
consultant to verity that he had discuss~d each of them, at some time or 
other., 'With someone in the school system., and to ascertain 'Whether. he had 
sufficient notes on each of them to warrant inclusion in the stuq,. As 
' . - . . -- - . '. --
it ~r.ned out8 each child listed had been the subject of consultation and 
adequate data was a~lable for all twenty' cases to be included as the 
basis fer the stuctr• Thus, the entire number of consultation cases in 
the Billside elementary schools. from. the time the servtce 'WB.s first 
instituted in October 1955 until the time the stu~ was undertaken in 
.. -- ~. .. .... . ' - . . .. . . ' ... - . -. 
January 1956, was_ used in the stuq,. Toward the end of January. a few new 
cases were brought to the attentio~ of ~e consultant but it was felt best 
to confine Jey"Self to the original twenty. 
. . 
The chief method of data collection con~~sted of a series of non• 
structured interviews 'With consultees_ and a series of interviews with the 
consultant for the ~ose of_supplemen~~ his not~s_a:nd get~g fuller 
impressions and comments concerning ea.ch consultation. Each oonsultee 
.. ~. ~~erv.L~d. ~:t ~east_ o:t:lce for a period . of time ranging from thirty 
- - . ·, -- . . ··- ... _._.. - . . ' .. . .. 
e.n hour or more. · About half of the consul tees were interviewed 
'I 
9 
. I 
twice either for the purpose of getting additional information, or where 
I fe~t t~at p~or rappo~ __ prec~ud~d- ~ s~t~s~s.-ctor.r_ ~ter~~ the .first 
time. ·Brief return visits were made. in those. instances where I ~s unclear 
as to what the consultee had said or intended, or where I ~shed to ask 
specific q~estions on a certain aspect of the consultation. ln the 
course of visiting the schools I came into . contact 'With several teachers 
and principals who were not directly involved in consultations, but whose 
questions and comments shed important light on the process. 
Consul tees were interviewed a:f'ter the consultant had given the 
. . 
interviewer a brief outline of eaCh case. Following ~ampletion of all 
the interviews with consul tees.. the consultant was then interviewed on 
each case according to s~edules "}." 8:J.d "o" (see_ appendi:x;). The author 
~s careful not t~ convey ~- ~ol'Jilil,tio~_ x-ecei ved ~~ _o~e . respondent, 
to another. Th':'s, each consultee spoke from her own frame of referen?e• 
and ·every interview with the consultant 'Was conducted. without 8.1'.17 kno,... 
ledge OJ1 his part of 'What ~e consul~~~ had dis cussed. 
Consultee interviews were nonstructured but 0 fooused" as used by 
•. ' . ~ - -
Merton and Kendall and discussed by Jahoda, Deutsch and Oook • .;/ The 
interview guide used by the author is presented in ~ppendix B. 
In an effort to spot check the coding of interview responses, and 
obtain supple.mentar.y information, the author distributed a brief follow-
up questionnaire. Questionnaire an~rs were generally ver.y similar to 
responses ·coded frCllD. the interviews. In the few instances where there 
was a slight discrepanc.y, greater weight was given to the detailed, 
qualitative interview :responses. Most. of the data presented in the 
l/ Op. cit., P• 176• 
10 
following chapters i~. base~ on the personal interviews; that 'Which has 
~een deri-yed solely or l~rgelY.'. from._.questio~ires 1.s not~d by an ast• 
erisk (* ). For a further discussion of the manner. in which the question-
ne.ires wet"e presented and. utilized,; see Appendi:x:D. 
> ;.'. 
11 
.. 9lfAPTER. II. 
THE~- CASES 
·. . 
· The cases. discussed in this chapte~ represent the first twenty "Whi~h 
were of:ficie.lly brought to . the attention of· the mental health consultant. 
- ' .. . - - . . -~ - ~ ~ ~ - - - - ,_ . - . . -· . 
T}l~-wo~d "o~ficially~ is_ 'tlsed to ~stingu~sh these cases, which came to 
Dr~_ S~ul. Ooo?er.!/ vi~ Miss Elizabeth Se.nbor»Y' the superintendent of . 
elementary education~ from other _children whose n8.llles may have been 
brought up in the course of-~ consultation ~ession. 
In ta.l~ing about these oases -it is important to emphasize that they 
were "firsts" and as such have special meaning. Caplan· points out that 
. . ' . - . . . ' ., .. 
a ufirst case is s~~whe:f? similar_ t() doing analysis_ or_ psychotheraw. The 
. . . 
first dream. that your patient brings, will., if Understood giveyou the 
. . . - . . ._· - . -·- ·. . .... _. . ... ·- . - . -
an~r-_ t~ ~-v:e~~g that_ is g~in~_-on.u2.(_ · Cap~an ~dicfj.tes that these 
early oases may give -valuable cl~1es to atti~des, feelings, and conflicts 
. . 
which permeate ~e particular .school setting. !there 'WaS some indication 
that this may have been ~o in several of the Hillside schools. Thus, the 
only two cases from the I.. School involved lea.ring problems although there 
were only a total of four cases from all six schools "Which fell into this 
y Hereinafter referr~d .to as Dr.~<?· 
2/ Hereinafter referred to as .Miss • _ s. 
-. . 
'• ,. 
2/ Gerald Caplan,. The · nS.to.ic$ of Menta:FJi~Q.liih Consultation, P• 3• 
.An 'Unpublished manuscr • 
category• The principal described one of the youngsters as "our most 
difficult problem" and the boy's ~eacher, a woman of long e~erience, 
characterized this child as "the worst problem I've ever had." In another 
school, 'Where behavior problems seemed to predominate, the principal in 
. . . ' 
speeld.ng of one sixth-grader ·emphasized how "brazen" and "defiant" the boy 
. . .. . . 
was. "When he was sent. to my office the other day, I had to keep my hands 
clenched under the desk." The teacher of this s~e youngster characterized 
him as a "snea.k" and said, "I have to keep my eyes on him." A third case 
. . . . - . . . ,. ~ . . . . 
involved 8ll eight year old who vm.s not learn~. ~espite his high I.~. and 
wh.o }lad formerly been a behavi~r problem. :Miss s. had had this boy in her 
01VIl. class a year or two before, vm.s quite ~terested in the situation and 
attended the first consultation session along with the teacher. We can 
see from these few examples how certain cases crosscut the hierarchal 
structure_ of the school s,ystem and reflect attitudes shared b,y teacher. 
principal, and (at times) superintendent. In~ instances they were 
equally of concern to the school administrators as to the teacher involved 
and in_a few cases the principal rather than the teacher sought consul-
tation. 
Thus these initial consultations were frequently of a "test case" 
nature, representing difficult situatious of c~parative long-stan,ding, 
and of concern. to the a~ strati ve persomLel. They were also a tes~ of 
the consultant, strikingly similar to the early testing by the client., ef 
the caseworker. Can this person help! Wil~ he be critical of past 
mistakes? Oan he be trusted? And s9 torth. In addition, we must 
remember that the mental health consultant operates, ~s an outside 
authority, within a social system of great complexity. The coJDlllll!lity, 
13 
the school. system and the _pa~ioular school each has its· own set of values 
and interpersonal relationships •. These first consultations were otten 
. . . 
attended by teacher, principal a.nd Superintendent of Elementary Education. 
They. presented the sort of dil~ encountered by' the caseworker in joint 
interviews. Support of one person. may be interpreted by .the other (s) as 
criticism... Techniques aimed at strengthening the interrelationship 
betweeXl two of the staff members inigh.t prove_ threatening to .a third~ A 
seemingly innocuous · ooliun~nt by the consultant. may take on. different 
meaning for each person dependj,ng on his involvement with the case,. past 
action he has taken~ his present attitude a.xtd a multitude of other faotors 
which cannot be known to the· consultant at that -time. Even. a. oOlli.parativel 
neu-tral or passive posi 'tion by the consultant may be variously in-terpreted 
as lack of interest, inability 'to help or ou-trigh-t rejection of the 
. ' ·, . . ... . 
feelings and concerns of 'those involved. · · 
These are some ofthe qua.li1;ies,. 'then, of first consultation oases 
which must be borne iJ1 mind "lihroughout the remainder of this paper. A 
follow.'IP. 13tudy of ~aile~_ in_~his SCh()?l sys-tem in., say, one, two or even 
five years from now would undoubtedly. Show different characteristics in 
. . . ~ . - . . - . . ·. ~ . . . ' . 
terms of the oases chosen and _the way in "Which the consultation service 
is utilized. 
·.The following tables are designed to .give a breakdown of the twenty 
oases with respect to the school~ they ceme from, the type of problem 
represented, and the age-gra.de level of the c)lildren'" Wh~~h of these 
characteristics are pr~r~y a f'unc~iol;l o£_ the initial. nature of the 
oases . migh-t ·be better determined by the. kind of follow-up study suggested 
above. 
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Table l. The Elementary Schools and Special Class in Hillside According to , 
Number o~ses and Consul tees From Each and According to Chroni~ 
or Recen: b . Nature of Problem 
Name of School Number of Number of Number of Chronic Recent 
Cases Teachers Principals 
North 6 4 1 4 2 
South 4 3 1 2 2 
~est 2 l l 1 1 
Center 5 3 ·• 1 2 3 
Lincoln 2 2 1 2 
-Special Class 1 1 
- -
1 
Total 20 14 5 11 9 
1!/ Chronic is here defined as oases that were considered problems by' 
previous teaChers• or in retrospect_ appear to have been problems. 
IE/ Recent applies to problems that first came into prominence during the 
current semester (September 1955 - Januar,y 1956) 
Table 1. shows a rather even distribution of oases, both chronic and 
recent, and of consultees, among the first five sChools listed. The 
slightly higher number of oases from North may perhaps. be accounted for 
by'. the fact that Miss S's office is located in that school. Thus she may 
be more alerted to problems arising there. 1 
Table 2. shows a further breakdown of oases by' grade, sex and 
dominant problem, as well as the number of teaChers represented at each 
grade level. The grouping of cases into dominant problems was generally 
fairly easy. Thus, a parental problem would be one that came to the 
consultant's attention originally because of some attitude of the 
parent(s) toward the teacher and/or the school. For example, one mother • 
extremely critical of a new teacher because ·she did ~t knowhow_~ fire 
exits there were in the building or ·how large other classes were. The 
consultation was focused on the critical, threatening manner of this 
parent, and on helping teacher and principal to clarify their roles in 
the situation.· Although the child was later noted as showing problems 
of poor social adjustment, Sl:w'ness and withd.ra:wal, this wa.s not the 
original reason for seeking consultation. 
Academic or learning problems were generally stated as such. One 
teacher said of Billy# a nine . year ?ld with lOW'"'a verage intelligence • "he 
doesn't use the brains God. gave him. n Another teaCher described her 
second grader as "~rimari~ an educational problem although he used to be 
a behavior problem.. tt . 
. . 
All cases in 'Which matters of control, handling and adjustment to 
the school setting and to other youngsters, are the major concern9 are 
classified as behavior problems. A trP~cal behavior problem. is representee 
by Pete~ who is o~acterized as "abusive",~ shOW""off" and an "a~ention 
seeker~. A for.mer teaCher thought that "he enjqys being difficult." It 
is not surprising to find that "Whil~ the chief complaint in these cases 
was in the area of behavior,. there were usually attendant problems of 
learning • 
. other problems include_ one whiQh ~s "a severe behavior and lea~g 
problem" as well as a ;Par~~tal probl~. It_ concerns ~ eight year_ old 
with a history of epilepsy:, who.se parents ar& extremely anxious that he 
not have further seizures. Apparen-tly the teacher became involved with 
. . 
the parents• anxiety. This case represents a combination· of the three 
- . . . . . 
.. . 
preceding categories with an underlying· p}Ws~oal· problem (the ohild is 
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ourr,entlr o~ medioa~ion) a~ we_ll. The remaining two case~ in 'this ~ourth 
group were questions of referral to the South Shore Guidance Center. The 
teacher denied the existence of classroan difficulties in the areas of 
learning or behavior and claimed to be merely seeking infor.mation on 
whether the Center would accept for treatment_ the youngsters she disousse(l• 
Once aga_in it is im.pory~t to point out that the grouping by' dominant 
problems is based on the 'presentin~ problem.' - the original chief 
complaint brought to the consultant. 'While some· of the cases are 
relatively_ 'pure' types, most pres~nt a ~xture of two or more of the 
categories. Frequently the original present~ problem_fades into the 
background as other concerns come to the fore. In the case of the mother 
who was critical of the new teacher, we now find that teacher and princi~al 
are less con~erned with the parental attitude and more with the retiring. 
asocial beha~or· of the youngster. In another situation involving an 
' . - ~ . . - . . 
"aggressive", "sadistic" seven-year old boy, there has been marked 
im.provemen~ in behavior but now "learning is s~ill not l:lP to snuff." 
The mos~ str~g statistic to emerge from. Table 2. is the prepon-
derance of boys listed in the first twenty cases. This is even more 
pronounced When it is noted_that in two of the girls' oases_the_pr~blem 
was actually a parental one. The significance of this fin_ding is not 
clear although a comparison wi~ the total number of school consultation_ 
cas~s currentlY. being handled by' t~e S?uth Shore Guidance Center indicates 
that this disproportion is not unusual.~ 
1/77 boys and 23 girls ·com.prise ~e- school consultation case load from. 
the seven South Shore communi ties serwd by' the Guidance. Center. Even 
more striking are the totals of. juvenile court oases m· which the Guidance 
Center also provided consultation, though. of a different sort £rom· that 
l;lescribed in this paper. In the first four months of 19:?6 there . were a 
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Table 2. Distribution of Probl.ems o.y·Grade According to Sex, Number 
of Teachers and Dominant Problem. 
Total 
Grade Number of Number of Number· ot Paren- Acade• Beha~ other Number 
Boys Girls Teachers tal mic vi or Problems 
Kinder-
garten ~ 1 l ... 
-
l .. l 
First 3 
-
2 l ... 2 .. 3 
Second 7 l 5 l 2 4 l 8 
Third l l 2 l l 
- -
2. 
Fourth .. ... ... 
- - -
.. ... 
Fitth 3 .. 2 ... 1 .. 2 3 
Sixth 2 e l 1 ... l e 2 
Special 
Class l ... l l 
- -
.. l 
.. .. 
Total rr ...,.- u;:- T 4 T T w 
A second point of interes~ is the large proportion, (over one-third} 
of oases coming from grade two. Since five teachers are involved (again, 
more than one-third),~ cannot simply attribute_the large percentage of 
cases to the difficulties of one or two teachers. An analysis of a 
l~rge_ :n~ber . o~ cas.~.s ~OD1 a :VSX~Ettr of e~~!ntary schoo~s might . tend to 
cont~x:n_the_si~~icanC)~_ of having e;ght ~eo~nd graders C)hosen for consul-
~ation out of a total number ~f twenty case~. . This infor.mation is not 
available at the present t·im.Et• ~weyer, .. Pr• _Warren Ya'llghan,1:/ in 
discussing the Wellesley project_~ shed same_~ight on this finding. 
~e. r~P?rts tlla.t a yea~ after the mental_ health consultation program -.s 
introduced to ~e Wellesl~ public schools, the aver~ge age of c~ildren 
referred to the clinic dropped from ten to 6.9 years. "The consultation 
service e~bled the clinic service to P);'Ovide . ear9: diagnosis and prompt 
treatment." Perhaps the heightened sensitivity to problems of mental 
. ~ ; . . . . - ~. - - . ,. ' - -. -
~Y!!e.q-en !• V~,llghan.fn~~~nt!-1. Bee.lth fo~_School Children," Children, 
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I 
I 
I 
~e.l th. ~1~- ere both ind~oe.ted by EiJll;s±de' s e.ocepte.noe of the_ consul-
tation service and reinforced ~ the presence of th8 consultant. has 
. ~ . . 
resulted in focusing attention on youngsters in the early grades. However, 
in seeking possible explanations for the high proportion of seven and 
eight year olds among the twen~ eases, we should not overlook the impor-
~ance of the impact of the learning situation (with its implied competitive 
and e.ggressi ve aspects) on youngsters not far removed from their Oedipal 
conflicts, and in~ instances emotionally unprepared for the sudden, 
challenging, social experience of ?ublie school. 
r,re.ble 3• Distribution of Problems According to Oases, Teaaners Involved 
and Schools Represented, and Chronic or Recent Nature of Problem 
~oblem Number of Number of Number of Schools Chronic Recent 
Cases Teachers Represented 
Involved 
.. 
l!ce.demio 4 4 3 3 l ~ehavior 8 6 3 7 l 
!Parental 5 4 3 ... 5 
Other 3 2 l 1 2 
- - - - -
Total 20 162/ laY ll 9 
a/These figures are higher than the actual number of teachers and s anools. · 
ISinoe one teaaner or school may have been involved in a number of problems. 
The salient features of Table 3• appear to ~e the predominantly 
chronic nature of academic and behavior problems, end the exclusively 
recent character of parental problems. T.he for.mer is of course, e. con-
comite.nt of first consultation cases. As the service develops and •catches 
up with itself,' we can expect to find an increasing number of cases of 
recent origin. Parental problems, which involved four teaohs rs in three 
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schools. seam to present_good examples of the ooncep~ of crisis consul-
tation which will be discussed in the fourth chapter. 
~- ·---~-----~-~- ------
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CHAPTER m 
TEE CONSULTATIONS " 
In this chapter, I shall attempt to show 'What went on during the 
consultation sessions, how the parties involved. perceived this interaction 
"' and how I ~terpreted these per~eptions. MOre specifically, I hope to 
shed light on the extent to "Which consultant and consultee were in agree-
ment ~th respect to the basic problem and to the goals of the consul• 
tation. The last topic in this chapter concerns the value of the consul• 
tation service as seen b,y the consultees. 
Capl~ identifies two main categories of consultation techniques: 
"The first aims at enlarging educators' knowledge of the psych• 
ological needs ct child and of professional techniques and organ•" 
izational methods for dealing with them:. The second· aims at im.pro,... 
ing educators' use of the self in the professional context, so that 
their personality strengths may be more effectively mobilized for 
the mental health of their pupils, and so that their unsolved emo-
tional problems may not interfere with the-utilization of their 
existing professional knowledge and skills." 
Caplan further subdivides the ~irst category into ttcase centered" 
and "problem centered" consultation. 
"In case centered consultation the focus is upon increasing 
the teacher's knowledge of the ps.ychologioal functioning of the 
referred child ••• The consultant• s activity is mainly based on his 
expert knowledge of child ps.ychology.. This knowledge enables him. 
to clarify the difficulty so that the. teacher may deal with it." 
0 Problem centered consultation ••• makes additional demands on the 
consultant for collaboration with the teacher in working out plans 
to help the child. •• Joint planning may lead to changes in the · organ• 
ization of the school, or may open new Channels of oommun1cation to 
outside agencies." 
. ·-
Milbank Memorial Fund. 
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Caplan goes on to say that "8.Di1 c_onsul ta.tion si tua~ion in practice 
may demand a co.mbination of the two_main oat~gories of operation." ~le 
this paper does not ~urport to analyse the consultations according to 
Caplan's formulation, it will be necessary to refer to these techniques 
•• • • w .. - • • • • - - • ¥ 
where they help to explain the consultant's goals or activity. 
Agreement With Respect to Basic Problem 
First i~ ~e matter of agreement between consultant and consultee as 
to the problem.. Agreement can be studied on different levels. However 
there must be a minimum of understanding to_ provide a basis for a workable 
consultation. In two instances there occurred misunderstandings of such 
proportion as to preclude a truly ~rkable consultation. 
Example At . Her experience with consul ta.tion proved disappointing to 
Miss K. She was quite concerned about a youngster who was not 
achieving in spite of a. very high I.Q. She sought consultation at 
about the time this sa.me youngster was ·referred to the Guidance Center 
'When the mental health consultant arrived. she reported, "I thought 
he would know all about 'the- case.· I was seeking adVice from him, 
when all he 'WBJlted 'WaS to find out about it from mel u There was a. 
further misunderstanding on the disposition of the case. Teacher 
says,- "Dr. c. said he. WoUld contact me after he got more information 
frOm. the clinic." Dr. c. reports that "it was left up to the teacher 
to call if the situation didn't improV&." . 
EXample ·B t Miss R' s first consultation contact ivas arranged· by Miss 
s., 'Who also sat in on it •. Discussion was· focused on Howard, "who 
had been a problem the previous year." However, Miss R. Slt\V'S she, 
"did not regard Howard as her most difficult problem and us more 
eager to discuss two or three other-youngsters." She arranged-for 
a second consultation, hoping to talk· about the other children.· 
"But Dr.· c. was only interested in Howard. I wasn't getting· anything 
fro.m him. When I started talking about the other youngsters, he 
didn't seem to be paying·~ a.tte~tiori, and then he left without 
saying anything." Dr. c. has no record or recollection of the two 
additional oases -which Miss R. says she broug~t up. 
Misunderstandings such as those ill\t.strated a~ove ·are rare. They 
can. generally be traced to faulty oommunioatio~ either within the school 
system, between the consultant and the schools, or between the Center and 
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the consultant who is operating out in the field. The·adverse effects 
. . ~ . . . 
which such mistakes~ have~ ~ot only- on the. co~sulte~_herself- ~ut on 
potential consultees as well,. should not be overlooked • .¥ l!O"Wever, at 
. -
least a part of misunderstandings on th~s level se_ems to be a £unction of' 
the newAess of' the consultation service. As teachers gain a more accurate 
- . . . 
knowledge of' 'What the consultant can and cannot do, will and will not do, 
- . - . 
and as ld.Dk:s in the network of comm.unieat~on are straightened out, this 
type of lack of agreemen.-t should diminish-_ 
Xhe second broad type of agreement lies more in the realm of percep-
tion of' the meaning which the problem has for the consultee. It involves 
a diagnostic understanding of the situation and includes awareness of the 
implications 'Which the consultation has, not only for the consultee_, but 
also for the 'Whole school. "Wh.~re the consultant sees the problem as lying 
partially or largely in subjective £actors of' the consul tee's own emotional 
. ~· . 
entanglement 'With the ~ild' s diffic':ll ty-., his goals may be different ~om. 
those of the consultee, and his activity unlike what had been expecte~. 
In this instance consultation techniques will be directed along the lines 
~. • • •• -. - < ·~ • • • ·~ • -· ,. -·- •• h " - ··-·- •. •• • .• - . • . . • • - •. 
o~ Caplan's sa"·~?nd main_ cat~~o:ry, llSlllely~ flimed at "~proving_ educa~~rs' 
use o£ the sel£." Differ~ces in perception of the P.roblem or in_goals 
are neither to be unexpected nor are the,y necessarily undesirable. Xhe 
important factor seems to be the ability of the consultant to evaluate 
. . . 
the situation correc~ly, to begin where the consul tee is, and to move at 
the consultee's pace. 
!(In both of these instances the results were certainly not entirely 
negative. Both consul~ees acknowledged having been helped slightly .b.r 
the consultation, and both would like to speak with Dr. o. again. 
Three examples are given. The first illustrates agreement as to the 
• • ·• • e • • • • • .. • • _ • 
basic problem; the second, different perceptions of the basic problem; 
. . ·- .., -- -· 
with •satisfactory' results the third6 different perception of the basic 
problem with some •adverse' effects. 
Agreement as to the basic problem: 
EXample C: · Miss M. was concerned about . Sandra t s poor kindergarten 
adjustment., her tantrums., and stubborn., belligerent behavior.· She 
attributed this to a difficult home situation., frequent moves6 and 
a pending divorce. The consultant 'Was able to observe the abow 
described behavior in the classroom, and felt the teacher had this 
case "well-pegged." Reused the wealth of·data which the teacher 
had on the family background of this child, to help explain her 
school conduct. · 
This is a good example of n oase centered consultation. n Both 
teacher ~d consultant were in close agreement as to the problem and 
its etiology. The consultant did not feel that teacher's own 
emotional involvement was a factor here, and consequently focused 
on the objective aspects of the case. The teacher felt that her 
understanding of the si tua.tion was greatly increased through the 
consultation. 
Different perceptions of the basic problem with •satisfactory' 
results: 
Example D: Mrs. c. was very concerned with Billy's ·inability to 
learn and wanted him placed in special class. Supt. of Ele.mentar.Y 
Education did not feel this was necessary· in view of the· boyt s 89 
I.Q. The consultant (along with principal and Miss s.) recognized 
a high component of teacher· involve.ment along with the objective 
problems posed by a third grader who could scarcely read. 
A series of conferences With this teacher was· directed toward 
helping her aocept this youngster as a n challenge", accept his 
somewhat limited capacities in certain areas and see his strengths· 
in others. It was felt that Mrs. c., a teacher oi' long experience, 
'Who had always done an excellent job 'With children of average and 
higher than average ability., ~s 'threatened by this 'unteachable' 
boy. The consultant's efforts Wf}rp ·designed to help the teacher 
gain a sense of greater adequacy.!/ in the face of a problem mioh 
1/Note: Since the teacher had presented this· case tram the standpoint of 
Billy's inability to lee.r.n rather than in terms of. the frustration she 
felt at not being able to teaQJ?. hilll., her o'Wll· f~elings _-of. impotence and . · 
~!-d~g.}la~ ... had.~~ be .. h!B'-dl~f.,.in~re9t~~1 Thj.s teC?l_l.nique of deal}.ng with-the 
expounded by·Dr. Caplan mieh."'ffa:lms at improving educator's use of self." 
she originally felt unable to cope w.t th, and to modify her attitudes 
toward low I.Q. children. 
Mrs. c. spoke highly of Dr. c. and. the consultation ~;~erviee when 
I talked with her. She said that Dr. c. thought, "I may have been 
expecting too much of Billy" and.. -with a Smile .t she acknowledged that I 
uthis is probably so." She went on to speak of Billy with affection 
&.XLd. told me of his remarkable mechanical skills and his popularity 
with the other students. 
Different perceptions of the basic problem with some 'adverse' 
effects: 
Example Ea The c~nsultant-was called in at the request of the prin-
cip81 to speak with Mrs. t., "a new teacher 'Who :was upset by a 
mother's critical, aggressive attitude." The consultant directed . 
his efforts toward "helping the teacher understand the meaning of 
mother's behavior and 'Why she might have to act this -way." The 
teacher • 'Who was surprised when she was i:D.formed one afternoon that, 
'Dr· c. is in the principal's office end would like to speak with 
you,' perceived the situation differently tram either the principal 
or Dr. c. She expected that Dr. c. was interested in finding out 
about the child. ("who had not been ~ sort of' trouble"), but 
instead, "he started asking all about the mother." Mrs. t. regarded 
the inci-dent with the mother as a thing of the past. She admittedly 
was "fearful of'" and apparently slightly bewildered by the consul-
tation. She felt that, "Dr. cr. asked a lot of questions about the 
mother and didn't agree 'Wi. th me on some of the answers I gave him. 
I think he 1'psychoa.nalysed me wrong." 
. Dr. c. may have overestilllated lllfrs~ L' s inwl vement and anxiety. 
Interviews with the principal and a brief 'follOW""Up' chat with 
Mrs~ L. have convinced me iiha.ii at the time of- iihe consuliiaiiion the· 
siiiuation was no longer a problem from the teacher's point of view, 
and the-unannounced visit from the consuliialit was threaiiening iio her. 
However, the consultant also directed much o:f.his effort to helping 
the principal with his concerns in the matter. Here, there "Was · 
closer agreement on the basic problem w.ti;h evidence of good resuliis..!t 
liThe principal had also·been upset by the mother's critical attack on ~e school and similarly, was helped by i;he consultant to understand the 
dynamics of this mother's behavior. The method of "problem centered 
consultation •s also utilized" in that the consultant helped teacher 
and principal examine 1:iheir roles all,d define· their respective spheres of 
~~ns~~., . . . . 
The principal felt:the.t 'the most· significant result of this· consul-
tation 'Was a strengthening of the teacher-principal relationship. 
', 
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The illustrations given above are intended to show similar_ and 
different perceptions of the b~sic .P~oblem._ w.1. th varying results. 'While 
it is difficult to classif.y degrees of agreement on the pr±mar,r proble.m6 
it is important, at least, to attempt such a breakd<:>wn because of the 
light it may shed on questions of goals and outcome. Four categories 
of agreement were set ups (1) Misunderstandings due to faulty oonmnrai catio ~ 
(see e:xemples "A" and "B") (2) General agreement on basic problem (see 
example "C") e) Similar J?eroeptions of basic pro~lem with a large component 
of teacher involvement as seen by the consultant. {4) Primarily a question 
of teacher involvement as seen by the consultant, but with some objectiVe 
factors. (see example "D") 
The following is an ill~stration of category three: 
Example Fa Miss u. a teacher of considerable experience .. was con-
cerned ~~ the poor academic work of one of her second grade boys. 
The problem seemed a matter of lo~average intelligence ~th some 
indication of p~sical or organic factors. Although the consultant. 
rather than the teacher, sUspected the ph,rsical factors~ there was 
a large area of similar perception of the basic problem. However, 
the consultant also noted a high component of teacher involvement 
in terms of the" latterts questioriing of her oVm. responsibility for 
the -child's difficulty. (There is also some indication that teacher 
'WaS concerned with the attitude of the child's mother). 
On the basis of these four categories, the twenty oases were classi• 
!Pied in the following manue~: 
Two cases suffered through faulty communication, nine sho~d general 
tlgreement, ·four showed similar perceptions with a large component of 
... -- . - ·- . . . . . 
Peacher involvement, and four were cases in which teacher involvement 
~eemed the major factor. The ca,tegories are descriptive rather than 
~uantitative and "pure" t,ypes are scarce. 
~als 
Goals are closely related to nerce"""'-4 ..... n.P +'ho ....... "',..,- · ,._ _, 
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_ JIL?.gh'!'- say th~t ~e c~l:l~ultee _ ~e~ks to ge"? l'le~p_ while the consultant 
give help. Where the perception of the problem is essentially 
he same b,y the parties involved,· the help W-hiCh the cons~ltant ~ffers is 
likely to be quite similar to 'What the consultee expected. Thus, in the 
ine instances of close agreement on the _problem., :r:w teacher felt that the 
consultation 'WaS very muoh unlike her expectations. One teacher, 'Who felt 
J -. -
the <?onsul~a~on had been __ nvery, very, helpfuln, said that Dr~ c. ngave 
direct answers end suggestionsn 'Which was what she had sought. Another 
teacher_ had wanted factual info~tion and n confirmation of JJJ¥ O'WD. 
opinion.u Both were fortllcoming. She felt the service 'WaS very helpful 
and nexe.ctly 'What had been eXpected~" It seems that in these typ_ical 
examples of uoe.se centeredn and "problem c~nt~red11 consultation, the goals 
ot consultant and consultee are com.pl$mentary. 
_A more c~plex situation prevails ~re the consultant identities a 
large component ot teacher involvement, (see category three). - Here, 
the mixture of objecti-ve and subjective factors may induce the consultant 
to embark on a course of action 'Which to some extent the cansultee had 
• ·- ·- - • ~" •• ' . • • - • •• - • • i- - '"' 
not expected or does not-consider entirely necessary. 
Example Ga Miss U. (see example "Ffl) expected that Dr. c. would 
11 te11 me What to don but instead, 0 he asked questions· and suggested 
a. physical exam tor Billy." _ Dr. c., on the other halld,,- "attempted 
to broaden her. concept ot the variety of 'good"' adaptations possible. 
-and help her_ to examine her expectations ot nine-year-olds." 
Dr. c. also dealt With objectiVe aspects ot the case. Hemet 
Miss U's expectations to same extent qy offering a concrete bit of 
advice in terms ot seating a.tr~ement. Re further suggested ·that· 
either Miss s. or the princ$pal·arrange-With the mother to have a 
complete physical check-up for the youngster.-
The fourth category pre~ents a similar situation to the one above. 
lthough the consultant's goals are directed toward "improving educator's 
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use of self" 11 he will frequently have to deal directly 'With objective 
. . 
factors in or~er_ to maintain ~ _ :ela.tionship and in order to keep the 
oonsultee's anxiety ~thin bounds. 
Example Ht Mrs.· O. (see example -nD" )"had hoped the oons'liltant would 
support her efforts to have Billy placed in special class. HO"Wever• 
Dr. Ct s efforts were directly opposed to such a. plan. He endeavored 
to support the teacher· in the difficultY she ft.s having, and help 
her to· maintain the· youngster in her classroom. and work 'With him. 
Objective assistance came in the form of helping to secure additional 
time for the child with the remedial reading instructor. 
Goals me.y be described as divergent " · _ where there was prior misunder• 
standing due to f'aul ty commu:~ication. (See e:x:a.m.ples n A" and "B") 
Consultation in Retrospect 
Since many of' the consultation contacts were one-visit a.f'f.airs 11 the 
• T • • 
consultant was only able to guess at the probable outcome. Theref'ore11 
discussion will be based mainly on 7J.'I3" intervieWs with th~ consultees -
their impressions and mr O'Wll evaluation Of' their remarks. 
I have avoided using the phrase_ "result of the consultation" in this 
section of the paper since research methodology is not developed to a 
point 'Where changes in a child's behavior can be attributed with ~ 
degree of' certainty to the consultation. However. where possible, I shall 
att~pt to find correlates of' the consultation11 in the current situation. 
With few e:x:ceptions11 consultees have reported improvement ranging 
- . -
from. slight to me.rked11 in the situation. In about four cases things seem 
to have remained much the same while ill one case there is some evidence 
of' further deterioration. A multitude of factors may account for change 
or laCk of' it. Two examples were chosen 'Which. tend to shed light on the 
part which conuultation pl~ed. 
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EXample !t' Miss A. enthusiastically described the service as 
n~nderfUl~-very helptu~." She sought-"concrete advice" which was 
forthcoming •.. "For the most part Dr• c. agreed with my ideas and 
seemed to thilik: I was on the right track." Miss· A; told me that 
"DaVid has been· improving· steadily bUt very slowly•" . She showed me 
samples of D's work 'before' and 'aftert arid explained how she had 
been following Dr. C•s. suggestions and how well th~ have been 
vrorkilig out. Miss A· spoke w.i. th the parents after she had talked to 
Dr.· c. and told them about the consultation. "Th~- were tickled to 
death to know that SO))leone else was taking an interest in their son." 
. Example J: Miss T. had been having more trouble w.Lth the parents of 
a boy in her special class than 'With the youngster himself', although 
the child did present something of a behavior problem.. The mother 
was antagonistic toward the school and tO her child's placement in 
a special class, and displaced much of' her hostili~ on to the teacher 
The teacher acknowledged that -she found the mother threatening" .and 
that she "was getting antagonistic toward the boy, although she knew 
it was not his fault." Miss T. said that the consultant helped her 
with her "o'Wn £eelings" and indicated that she got support from. him 
when she was "at her 'Wits' end." She feels the situation has now 
nimproved" dlle to a change in her "ovm: attitude. 11 She feels that 
"every special class teacher should have consultation more often" 
and indicates that she would like to see Dr. c. more frequently. 
Less positive attitudes toward the consultation were generally 
as~o~iated with in~tial misunderstandings such as_ those cited on page 22. 
However, one or two teachers 'Whose overall attitude toward the consul• 
tation was favorable and 'Who perceived improvement in the situation. 
One teacher thought that "there are 
~ - - . 
express~d som.e negative opinions. 
too ln8lliY experts" and that it was not possible to give an opinion 'Without · 
gettin~_ the_ ~tu~l_ pi~~~- ~irs~. han~ by:_ se~in~ the child and the f8311ily." 
{It seemed evident from. my interview with this teacher that she felt 
. . - .. - - -- . . ·- ., . .. . .. . 
implied or~ tioism. in c_onsul tation, 'Which she had not. request~d, and 'Which 
focused largely on her troubled relationship 'With the child~. This same 
teacher said tlat the child's mother "hit the roof11 'When told of the 
oonsultat~on and objected strenuously to having a "psychiatrist" observe 
her ohild. Another teacher said i;hat Dr. c. asked her how she f'elt 
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~oward a particular youngster. "When I told h:im 'I felt like stringing 
~- . - . . - - - - - . . . .. . - . - . . 
Jlim. up to the rafters• he said, 'it• s all right to feel that 'WB.Y' - He 
- . . . . ... . . . 
~s p~choanalysing mel" A. third teacher, vmo started out by sqing that 
flihere 'WB.s "really not much value .. in these consultations" went on to say 
ltbat "things are now a little better 'With Phil because he understands that 
~rm not picking on him." The consultant had focused his efforts toward 
'getting the teacher to understand what this youngster's behavior meant ... 
What the child was saying." He estimated that progress 'WS.s being made 
~d that 0 the teacher was helped to see that recognition and prestige 
rather than a 'tighter reign' were called for~" The consultant feels 
~at "the teacher's perception of the child has changed rather than the 
poy, himsel£'. 11 Most recent indications are that this teacher has came to 
IPind consultation of "great va.lue"''and has attained a higher degree of 
~elf awareness • .!/ 
~sefulness of the Service 
No . att~pt w1;1. be made. to mea, sure quanti tati ve~y the usefulness of 
illhe service. It is certainly tempting to tey to ans•r the question: 
ullt haw valuable is consul tat ion! Unfortunately, this is beyond the 
scope of the present stu~ vmich lacks both criteria and methods tor such 
v!n speBldng with the principal the teacller has acknowledged, 11 I have a 
~roblem ••• I favor· girls over boys." The school administration had been 
~~ell aware of this, and. of this teaab.&r's tendency to be over solicitous 
J:iO\Ilard his girl pupils~ Hawever, it was :zic;>t until consultation had been 
na.ugurated and the problem dealt with, by implication., that the teacher 
rm.s able to discuss this openly with the principal and seek the latter's 
elp. 
:;o 
IJD.easureiD:ent. Thus., if' one, or ~ven· twenty consul~ees were ~o ~ate the 
service as "extremely valuable" 11 we would still have to ask11 "valuable• 
.. . ... -~ .. .. " - . - -. . ... - . . . . . 
in what way-?", and, "by' ~at stf1ndards?n Conversely;, eve':l if' the consultee 
disclaims hanng gotten any- help through the consultation11 we still ce.xmot 
rule out the possibility of' beneficial side effects 'Without a careful 
. -. . .. . . . 
investigation. Therefore,. 11usef'ulness11 will be discussed from the stand-
point of' consul'tees• es'tima'tes of' 'What the sernce meant to t.bem. The 
e:xamples given are su"~?je~ti ve impressions of' teachers and principals 
[whose contact with Dr. c. has varied from a single meeting of' perhaps 
fifteen or twent.y minutes. to a half dozen or more 11 lengthier consultations 
. . . 
Several of' the illustrations cited above {see "I" and "J") give 
insight to the way oonsul'ta.tion has been received. Miss S, 'Whom the 
author spoke with at the outset of the study, said., "you :will probably 
find that most teachers have foun~ Dr. c. to be rea~suring." While this 
~oes seem to be a ca.mmon response 11 it is strikingly more familiar on the 
. . . - ' . 
~dministrati ve level than on the . teaching level. Of' the five principals 
... -- ,. . _, . . . -· . ' ·- . - . 
I spoke with, three had had fairly frequent and close contact 'With Dr. C. 
fmi,le the ?ther two _had virtually none ~d did not col!lllli t themselves to 
,. 
~ opinion. Remarks of' the three who were best acquainted with the servioe 
were surprisingly similar: 
Mr. I. ~eels that Dr. O. "lends support as an outside authority" 
and that "he is warm., friendly and reassuring." He felt 'that 11the 
teaCher~ have seen a difference in eaCh case." 
Mr. T. spoke of the Va.lue of an "objective"~ "outside party" who 
can often "see "things from a· different perspecti-ve." He felt that 
one of liis ·teaChers was· ·"better· able to accept advice end support 
from Dr. o. because he 'Was an o:utside third party" and as such 'WB.S 
not as t~ea~ening as a school aqmittistrator. 
Mrs. M., who felt that· consultation had been 11 very helpfu111 to 
her, said that Dr. c. had "reinforced" her O'Wn ideas. "It is good to 
have sOm.eone to talk- over a." situation with• get new ideas., and have 
your own opinions backed up." · 
At least one teaCher had much the s~e reaction as those above: 
Miss M. said., nDr. c. 'WS.s easy to talk to. It is very good to 
have someone like that aro'imd. It gives you a sense of security to 
know that some outside person is interested in your problem and is 
available to help with it." 
Roughly half of the teachers who spoke with Dr. c. considered this 
to have been very helpful in their particular situation, while most of the 
others :found it to be of at least sane merit. A majority o:f teachers felt 
that consultation services were o:f great value and should be extended to 
- . ·- ~ 
all schools as part of the total educational program.• Most teachers :felt 
. . .. .. . . .- ... 
that Dr. c. increased their understanding of the problem., 'to some extent, 
wnile at least a. third of the consultees ~ought their understanding had 
~een greatly inc~ea.sed ·b.r the oonsulta.t~on.• A third of the consultees., 
attributed improvement in the situa.tionll a.t least in part, to have spoken 
:w1 th Dr. c.* 
. -~e- oh~ on the fo~l()'Wi::ng page i~ designed as .. a sUJI1lllary of some o:f 
the materi~ presented_ in tlll.s o~pter •. Although it is presented in 
tt&.bular form., it is not intended to show cause and e:ftect relationships 
.. ... ,. 
for the reasons stated above. Thus., SJ.though there may have been close 
agreement on problem and goals, and although the consultee ~ have felt 
pr. c. to have been 'Very helpful., we should not make the error of 
~uto.mati~ally attributing_improvement to the consultation. Conversely• 
different perceptions of problem_ and goals. does not necessarily preclude 
~ 'valuable' consultation service •. 
I ha.~ set up three _categoz.-ies of agreement on goals., Xl8.lllely com• 
plem.enta.ry, ,partly complementary and divergent. Those goals are com-
·--· - "• ... .. . ...... 
~ --- ......... "' .............. v ........ g · .. <;0, ......... v.u. '1 ....... .,...... ·1:J respon1:1es. o:~ee Appenct1:x: Do 
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Table 4• The Twent,y Cases According to Agreement Re Problem1 and Goala, and According to Consulteets 
Estimates of Current Situation 
-
:~ ~ . -
Case Categories of Agreement Consultee Estimates of the 
Number Re Basic Problem Re Goals Current Situation 
I 
General Similar Teacher Misunde~ Com.ple- Partly Di ver-1 Very Some No Tang. Grovm. Agreement Perceptions Involvement standing ments.ry Compl. gent llnproved Impr. Improvement Worse 
l 
1. X X X I 
2 X ! X X 
3 X X X _( 
4 X X X 
5 X X X 
6 X X X 
7 X X X 
8 X X ·x 
9 X X X 
10 X X X 
ll X X X 
12 X X X 
13 X X X 
J.4· X X X 
15 X X X 
16 X X X 
17 X X X 
18 X X X 
19 X X X 
20 X X X 
Totals 9 4 5 2 8 9 3 5 10 4 1 
~-
plem.entary 'Where the service whi~ th~ _ consul~a.nt offers is essentially 
~hat which the consultee desires. Partly complementary goals include 
!those instances where the type of h~lp given by_the ~onsu~tant is to 
!lome extent at variance with the consul tee• s expectations. Divergent goals 
~e those in ~eh the aims of the consultant are_largely counter to the 
expressed request or expectation of the consultee. 
· CRISIS .. LIRE CONSULTATION 
According to Caplan:lt' 
8 Situationa of' crisis in which the educatora are upset b,y 
emotional involvement-in a pupil's problems6 are not uncommon in 
consultation practice. The technique developed tor dealing ~th 
them is ter.med, "crisis consultation." "Our goal ia to help the 
teacher with his own problems-through helping him deal with the 
related problema of' the child. The aim is to tur.n the situation 
into a correoti ve emotional experience tor the teacher, 'Within the . 
framework of' his professional functioning •••• other things being 
equal, the most fruitful contact seems to be initiated where the 
consultee is most intensely motivated in calling tor help. The 
greater his anxiet.y and emotional disturbance regarding the 
problem and the more intens~ his feeling of' urgenc.y, the more 
auspicious the situation appears for a useful consultation·contact." 
One of' the questions posed at the outset of' this stu~ was: How 
important are the .factors of' timing, (does :i. t matter just when the con-
sultant arrives on .the sc~ne)and the emergent nature of' the problem! Does 
it matter how urgent the ccnsultee feels the situation to be! Caplan 
indic~tes ~~t timing an~ 11rgenc~ ar~ at the very heart of the matter -
that the most sign~f'icant gains are made by "striking while the iron is 
hot." Further.more, he doubts whether a "workable consultation contact 
-- .. ~ 
can be initiated compulsorily" (ie. ~ere the invitation has not been. 
voluntarily extended b,y the consultee.) This brings us to a second 
question: Does it make ~. dif'f'eren.oe ~ich person in the school system 
initially sought the help of the consultant on a particular case! 
. . 
These three matters, timing, urgency and 'volun~ary' vs. •compul-
sory' consultation, will be taken up in this chapter, then, with partie• 
~ . . . - ' ~ .. - .. . 
1/ Gerald Caplan, Mental Refiith Consultation in Schools, Opecit., P• ;. 
ular ~phasis on h~w t~?-~Y relate to C~plan' s concei>t of "crisis consul-, 
tation." The importance of s~ch other factors as previou~ _know~edge o£8 
or experience with_ the Guidance Center, and length and frequency of the 
consultation contact will be disc~ssed briefly. 
How "~ll timed" the appearance of the consul t8llt vras, can never be 
determined with absolute certainty sino~ the· peak of the crisis_ can only 
be identified after it has_ been reached• 0£ his work in Isravl, Caplan 
says.J/ 
UWe became aware of a crisis through the number of telephone 
calls and telegrams from the place and fram the amount of pressure 
that was brought to bear upon us through other channels. We would 
use this as a sort of barometer, and chose only places that exceeded 
a certain threshold of pressure." 
In Hillside (as in Wellesley) the opportunity for deliberately "timed" 
intervention is not quite the same since consultation has been instituted 
on a periodic basis ~ich preclud~s the develo~ent of a situation of 
extreme crisis, in most instances. As a result, the possibility for 
providil:J.g the_ consul tee with a "corrective_ emotional_ experience" is same-
t lessened.- Although Caplan's _ theoretical framework is not exactlr 
applicabl.e under these conditions, th~re is sufficient similarity between 
is work and consultation in Hillside, for most of these principles to 
- -
apply. Crises in Hillside do :a:'-ot seem to have _had the dramatic intensity 
of some which Caplan describes. For this reason the term crisis-lik~ 
ll be used in reference to those acute problems ~ich arose in Hillside-
ut which were perhaps less urgent than those situations from ~ich Caplan 
- -
s derived his theory and technique. In order to identifY a clear out 
group of crisis-like cases, as_we~l as a clear cut group of non;~risis 
oases,. for purposes of comparison, the following method was used. {Note: 
The method is presented in detail_ s1noe it is felt tba.t the -validity of 
the discussion of crisis consultation rests onthe method used for deter• 
· ing ~t constituted a crisis-like case and a non-crisis case). 
ethod for Selecting Crisis-like and Non-crisis Cases 
Four categories 'Were set up: (1) not a problem from consul tee's 
point of View. (2) mildly disturbing. (3) somewhat urgent, (4) extremely 
acute. I then grouped the twent.r cases under these four headings according 
est:i.Diates of consultant,. consul tee, questiol:lll8.ire and DW'Self. 
The consultant was simply aSked to rate eaan case on the basis of 
own criteria and experience and without knowle~ge of consultee's or 
own estimate. The consul tee was never explicit-ly. asked at the time 
f the ·interview to rate the degree of urgency, since it 'WB.S felt that 
ch direct questions muld not only tend to liDiit the interviewee's 
hoice .· of response but lllight actually be putting -words into the mouth. 
nerally the consultee furnished this answer (frequently at the very start 
. . . . . ~ - .., - - . . ~ - . . ' . . 
If not, I would ask a 'focusing' question of the 
e: ucould you tell me "What the situation was like at the time you 
· On the basis, then, of the consul tee' s actual verbal 
esponse during the interview, I listed the case.under one of the four 
~~ course, a large subjective element entered into this 
although occasionally the consultee used the ver,y words in 
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the scale, or made a remark!/ that lett little doubt as to the degree of 
urgency. 
The questionnaire required the teacher to rate the situation 
specifically according to one of the four established categories. 
Theoretically., answers should coincide with those which I extrapolate~ 
from the interviews. Although questionnaire and interview responses ~re 
. . . . .. 
quite similar they were not identical;,g/ However., perfect agreement was 
neither expected nor required ~or purposes of selecting clear cut groups 
of crisis and non-crisis oases. 
The fourth method of grouping, Tif9" own estimate, was in effect a 
subjective evaluation of the consultee•s r9JD,8.rks during the interview. 
Thus., if a teacher .claimed that the case 'Was "not really-a problem" from 
her point of view, but then proceeded to discuss it at great length end 
wi'bh obvious emotional involvement, nr:1 o'Wll. rating "WOuld be 11mild.ly dis-
turbing11.or 11 somewhat urgent" although the oonsultee interview would have 
been rated at face value (ie. as, "not a problem from oonsultee's point 
of view"). 
y Thus the teacher -who said she was at her tt.wi. ts' end" could readily be 
grouped as considering the-situation· 'extremely acute', 'While another 
teacher, who claimed merely to be seeking information about referral on 
behalf of her-pupil's aunt, was regarded as not having a problem from her 
point of view. 
gf There seemed to be a ·certain amount of upgrading in the questionnaires 
as compared to the interviews. A variety o·f factors may account for the 
differences between interview and questionn&.ire responses. The privacy 
and confidential nature of a questionnaire may be less inhibiting than 
the presence of the interviewer- the problem i tsel:f' may have flared up 
again since the consultation ,_th~s al taring the consul tee • s perception 
of urgency, or, the research interview may in itself' have had the· effect 
of modif,ying the consultee's perceptions. These are but a few factors 
which may account for different estimates of the degree of-urgency and 
further study ~uld be needed to explain or reconcile them. 
;a 
The· resu~ts of these four sets of groupings. are presented in Table !;. 
Only those oases were considere~ crisis-like which reflected agreement. 
according to all four estimates8 that ~h~ were at least "someWhat urgent.n 
Only those oases ~re considered non-crisis on which all four estimates 
found. them to be no more than "mildly disturbing" • Seven oases fell under 
the heading. of orisis_;like 'While six could be categorized as non-crisis. 
Table 5• The Twenty Oases Grouped According to Degree of Urgency by Four 
Different Methods 
Degree of Urgency· 
Method of 
Grouping 
Not a. Problem frOm. · · Mildly dis- SomeWhat Extremely Totals 
Consultee's Viewpoint turbing· Urgent Acute 
Consultant's 
estimate 
Consul tee's 
interview responses 
Consultee's question-
naire responses 
Author's estimate 
2 
., 
5 
4 
.. 
.. 
3. 
10 8 
-
5 8 2 
.. 
3 6 5 
5 8 4 
* Based on fifteen replies 8 three of'. Which covered two cases ea.oh. 
20 
20 
18* 
20 
In general the consultan:t's estimates were· slightly more oonserva.tiire 
~those of the consultee. Also. the consulteets questionnaire responses 
. . 
[were slightly higher than those giwn d'uring the interviews. 
Timing 
It w.ill be recalled tha.t:on-e of the questions posed at the outset of 
[this chapter concerned the imp()~ce of the tiJaing of' the. consult8l].~' s 
entry into the problem si tue.tion. . In none of' the six non-crisis oases 
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did timing see.m to be a significant factor in the consultation~ unless it 
can be inferre~ that the consultant's entrance was pre.mature. In four of 
these oases the service was not sought b.1 .the teacher. The teachers• 
anxiety' and involvement were slight . and in only one of these cases was 
the teacher enthusiastically positive toward her o~ experience with 
consultation. The other two non-crisis cases were both brought to the 
consultant b,y the same teacher who dis claimed her own· involvement 'Wi. th 
them. She was well satisfied with the consultation but had no suggestio~ 
or recommendations, "because I haven't had enough experience with it yet." 
There is no way of knowing whether deferred action_ by the consultant in 
these six oases would· have resulted in the heightened consul tee anxiety 
which Caplan sees as a prerequisite to optimum consultation contact.1i' 
For the reason stated above (see page ;6) it does not see.m possible 
to determine quantitatively how ''well timed" the consultation was.- even 
in cases thia.t were obviously crisis-like. In perhaps two or three of the 
seven cases which fall into this category the timing may have. been 11 ~ff" 
although there is little direct evidence one way or the o~her. R~ver, 
in a few instances it appears that the consultant came upon the scene 
. . . 
"in the nick of time.n A case in point (mentioned previ~us~y) is t~t of 
the teacher who admitted being at her "wi~s end" when_ Dr. c. arrived. In 
another ~stance, while teacher and Dr. 0. were conferring about one 
youngster, a second child threw a tantrum in the adjoining classroam and 
. -
became a. consultation case on .the spotl The mother of two other children 
is described as an 'alcoholic". · When she has been drinking~ she becomes 
y Gerald Caplan. Principles of Mental Health Consultation, An unpublished 
M~usoript. P. ;. 
., 
critical. abusive and threate~ing toward the teachers. the principal, and 
the sohoolJ when she is sober, _h~r attitude. is quite the opposite and she 
is appreciative of their efforts.. The consultant came into this case 
shortly af'ter the mother had one of her "bad" spells and had taken it out 
on the consultee. .TJ:le latter's ailxiety was near a peak in tenn.s of this 
particular .situation. And fina.lly/J (mentioned previously) is the teacher 
who had virtually given ·up trying ~o work with a 'slow-learner' and 'Wanted 
him placed in special class. Delayed intervention b,y the consultant may 
have resulted in further deterioration in. the teacher-child relationship 
and/or special class placement having became a 'fait accompli'• 
From the examples cited above it can be seen t~t 'timing' is an 
important element in crisis consultation. Where no crisis exists, •timing' 
DlllW' either be of little significance, or it may be that the consultant has 
to avoid making a premature appearance on the scene. 
Degree of Urgen 
A second question raised at the beginning of the chapter concerned the 
importance of t~e degree o~ urgen~y 'Whi~~h existed. It is beyond the scope 
of this stuqy to atte,Mpt to detenn.ine whether or not a oonsultee had a 
"corrective emotional experience." However, there seems to be some 
evidence that. changes in teachers' attitudes are associated with crisis 
consultations• At the same time no evidence could be found in any of the 
six non..;;orisis cases that a teacher's attitude or perception of the 
situation had changed.. 
. . . . 
The examples listed below are presented as indications of changes; in 
eaohe;rs 1 attitudes following:· crisis consultations'·· 
Example Aa Miss T. Wondered 'how much to clamp down' o:ri: a youngster 
in her special class. Her real'anxiet.y in the situation. however. 
centered aroimd the threatening. a.:D.tagonistio attitude of the boy's 
mother • toward herself' • tomrd ··special class. and toward the school. 
She told the interviewer tha.t she felt ttthreatenedby the mothern 
and rrwas beginning to take it out on the .ohild.u The situation is · 
now nim.proved" and she attributes this to a "change in· own attitUde." 
She feels Dr. c. "supported" her when she 'WS.S at her u'Wits• end". 
Example Bt Mrs. G. wanted Bob removed to ~pecial class because he 
was not learning. She had virtually 'given up on him' and could 
only perceive him as a stumbling bloCk and source of great t.rustratio 
to her~ She was also beginning to see Bob as a behavior problem. 
and her "predecessors" had led her to believe that the family was not 
especially worried about the situation. She was interviewed after 
five consultation contacts which covered a two month span. She· 
spoke of Bob with affection and s.y.mpathetic concern. She no longer 
regards him as being innately 'dull' but now feels nhe doesn't use 
the brains God gave him•" She was n surprisedtt men she spoke 'With 
the mother • to find that "she was re§lly quite· concerned, and 'Willing 
to do SDJthing she could to help Bob at school.~ Mrs. G. has also 
found other positives in the si~ation. She speaks highly of-Bob's 
mechanical_ aptitude and ability to work wi.th his hands. She. ;uow 
finds him a very likable youngster and recognizes his popularity 
with the other -children. Mrs.· G. acknowledges th9;t she nmight have 
been expecting too much of him. n 
The examples cited above are the most striking illustrations of 
changes in teachers' attitudes following consultation. The other crisis-
like cases also showed evidence of oh~ges, in the attitudes of the 
consultees although these were less marked. 
Voluntary versus Non-voluntary Consultation 
By n:·on-voluntary w.l.ll be meant all those consultations 'Which were 
originally so~ght by someone in a h~gher position of authority than the 
consulteei e.g.; the principal or superintendent in the case of a 
teacher• In practice consultations ~oh were arranged by principal 
or superintendent could scarcely be refused by the teacher and therefore 
were so.mething less_than voluntar,r. There is no evidence that any consul-
tation which Miss s. scheduled, was refused. 
Volunte.r;r consultations include all those that were originally 
solicited b.y the consultee. 
Using these definitions it is found that eleven voluntary and nine 
non-vc:>lunta.ry consultations took place, according to the consul tees' state-
ants. The consultant's opi~on of who sought the service is somewhat 
different from these reports. In severll cases, disagreement seems to be 
a. matter of semantics rather than .a sharp misw:iderstan&'l!/ However,. in 
order to select clear out groups of non-:-voluntary and of voluntary consul .. 
tations, only those oases were chosen ~or c~mparison on ~ich consultant 
and consultee concurred on th~ question of who sought the service originall .Y 
Table six presents the twent,y oases according to the consultee's 
report ·Of who sought the service· originally~ ~d according to the consul-
tant r 8 understanding of how this was arranged. 
It should be noted that while the totals sho~ in Table 6. compare 
almost identically, there is agreement between consultant and oonsultee in 
only thirteen of the twenty- oases. In eight- of these_ cases the consul-
ation -was voluntary while in_ five it: 'Was non-voluntary- according to the 
criterion which was established a.boV$• 
1/ In one instance the consultant said, "Miss s. arranged tlie consultation 
fter the teacher asked for it." The teacher said, "Miss s. knew of the 
roblem and one day Dr. c. 'just dropped in. ' 0 The teacher -had not 
specifically requested consultation since she did not know of the service 
t the time she spoke with Miss S., 
It might be argued that only the consultee's statement regaFdiilg who 
sought the service should be the criterion·sinoe·consultee's perception 
f this determines whether. it 'Was seen as. non-irollm.ta,ry or voluntary-. 
owever., in some cases the. coneultee did not remember too clearly just how 
e initial consultation had been arranged. 
~ 
L!4 
Table 6. The Person Who Originally Sought Consultation According to 
Consultee's State.me.nt and Consultant's ~nderstanding 
Person w.no Originally Sought the Consultation Service 
According to Consultee According to Consultant 
Case Number Teacher Principal Super- Teacher Principal Super-
in ten- in ten-
dent dent 
1 X X 
2 X X 
3 X X 
4 X X 
5 X X 
6 X X 
7 X X 
8 X X 
9 X X 
10 X X 
I 
11 X X 
12 X X 
13 X X 
. 
14 X X 
15 X X 
P,6 X X 
17 X X 
18 X X 
119 X X 
20 X - X 
'Po tal l2 -4 4 '"- 11 4 -!7 
At the beginning. of.· the chapter the question of 'Whether :l. t Jll$.de ~ 
difference Which person in the sCho~l ~stem initially sought the help of 
··. . - . -. . . . . 
the consultant, wa.s posed. The word 0 difference" in this context requires 
fUrther definition. It ~uld be fallacious to compare the end products 
- . . 
of various .consultations and then attribute any differences ~ioh might 
be found to the manner in 'Which the consultation wa.s arranged~ Intensive 
scrutiDy might indeed reveal a. close _ c~nnection but would be bey-oii.d the 
scope of the present stuq,. Therefore, in discussing the different effects 
,•••< F > • 
of non-voluntary versus volunta.r,y consultations" the topic will. be dealt 
with qua.litatively and subjectively. Th~s means that the consultees' 
direct statements will be used a.s evidence for the effects which can be 
attribut~d to the manner in which the first meeting with Dr. c. 'WaS 
arranged. It also means that the writer's own impressions, based on 
. ' ~ . 
consultant and oonsultee interviews" will be freely offered. 
' . -
The five cases in wnich consultation had been originally sought b,y 
either principal or superintendent, involved three teachers. Each of 
these oonsultees indicated that the initial meeting, at least, had been 
threatening. The following excerpts from the 'Writer's interviews with 
the consultees illustrate this. 
· · · lli.ss U1s first meeting with Dr. C• "bad been-arranged b,y Miss s., 
'Who, along with the principal, attended •. :Miss U .. said, "I guess I 
did most of the talking~ Dr. c. didn't tell me much and after the 
consultation~ the principal, Miss s. and Dr .. o. left and I don't know 
'What they- talked-about", Miss U,. became defensiVe as she discussed· 
the oonsulta.tion. She sa.id that someone like Dr. e.· should "get all 
sides of the situation" and she seemed to feel tha:t the consUltation· 
implied that she "WB.S at fault ili some wa.y~ She commented that there 
were "too Jll$.Dy. experts" and that it 'Was "impossible tor anyone to be 
able to give an opinion 'WithOut. getting the full pioture~11 Miss tr. 
also expressed concern beca:~~se she "never got the t reports • on the 
youngster 'Which ·Dr. c. was going to obtain~11 Throughout the inter-
view Miss Uo conveyed the impression that she telt excluded from 
much that went on, and tha'b she felt things were discussed 'behind 
her backt. 
Mr. D's first remarks to ·the i:O.terviewer are· rewaling. He · 
emphasized., "I didn't ask to speak to Dr. _c. -Mr. I~- fYhe principag., 
'W8l'lted me to." He said., ni told Dr. c. 'What had happened and he didn' 
say- much - just agreed with me - so I suppose I must have been right. 
Dr. c. said that as long as I iDs.rked Eddie the way I thought he 
deserved., I_ had nothin~. to_ worry · a~out,." 
It appears that :Mr. D. perceived Dr. o. as a powerful and 
influential expert who had come to judge 'Whether he had been "rightn 
and whether he had anything to "worry about". (It seems that more 
recent consultations w.i th Dr. c. have helped to modify this earlier 
impression.) 
The excerpts taken tram interviews with consultees 'Who had voluntarily 
sought the consultation service are in distinct contrast to the examples 
given above. In eight cases, involving four teachers and one principal., 
. . 
there can be found no evidence that consultation was threatening. In all 
but one caselt'the teaCher recei~d the sort of help which she had a.ntici-
pated. ~ illustrations are given. 
Mrs. E~ had asked to speak to the consultant in order to find out 
about referring two of her fifth grade y-oungsters to the Guidance 
Center. "I wanted confirmation of rq o'Wll opinion that·Paul.be 
referred to the Clinic and that Norman not be referred. Dr. c. told 
me that Paul was the kind of child 'Which the Clinic. might accept., and 
agreed with me about Norman." 
Mrs. E. spoke of the consultation in a matter-of-fact way. She 
had apparently expected nothing more nor less than what was received., 
and appeared well satisfied with the service. 
Mrs. ~was one of the first to request Dr. C.'s assistance. 
As principal, she was well acquainted vd th the problems of several 
youngsters in her school. 1n two instances the situation was 
quiescent but she was anxious to prevent reactivation of these 
proble.tnS. Dr. c. apparently provided both the concrete advice and 
emotional support which she had been seeking. She found it ver,y 
"easy11 to talk to Dr. C. and only- regretted that it was "so difficult 
to find more time to speak with him." 
Mrs. M. appreciated the service and found it very helpful. She 
was able to make good use of consultation. 
1!1.:' In this case the .teacher was disappointed by what she felt to be a lack 
of' interest on the Part of the consultant. 
The comparison of non-voluntary and voluntary consultations indicates 
that the :m.anner in 'Wt).ich the initial consultation was arranged is 
. -
significant. Fear, suspicion, and re.sistance seem to be aroused in those 
. . . 
consultees who did not voluntarily seek contact with Dr. c.Y Consultees 
'Who took initiative in arranging the original meeting with Dr. _c. were 
generally well satisfied with the service and gave no indication that it 
. . 
aroused ~et,y. 
In one case a productive series of contacts seem to haw followed the 
initial one, which was non""Voluntary-. This is of especial interest in 
View of Caplan t s doub# that a "viorkable consultation contact (could) be 
initiated compulsorily." Whe~her Caplan would agree with the writer's 
definition of compulsory (i.e. non-voluntary) and whether he vrould regard 
this case as a "workable co;nsul tation contact" 11 will haw to remain 
unanswered for the time being. 
Knowledge ·of Guidance Center and Consultation Service 
The majority of consultees had little or no knowledge of the Guidance 
. . . - - . - . 
Center prior to speaking with Dr• c. It is difficult to assess just how 
important this know:ledge. or knowledge of mental health resources in 
general 11 might be in regard_ to the consul tee's acceptance and fruitful use 
of the consultationservice. 
All four consultees who appeared to be best acquainted with the 
. . .. . ' 
Guidance Center were very enthusiastic about their experience with consul-
Two of these oonsultees had actual~y sought Dr. O•s. help shortly 
I In addition to the three examples offered as evidence, a fourth oonsulte 
ose contact ~s probably co.mpulsory11 showed similar attitudes. 
I Gerald Caplan. Principles of MentalB:ealth Consultation o 
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e.tter it 'W&.S made available. The other two expressed an active interest 
in speaking ·with the consul tent. . In each ot these instances the consul tee 
had definite and realistic expectations ot 'What the consultant would be 
able to do for them. 
A group ot eight consultees had no knowledge of the Guidance Center 
prior to meeting w:l. th Dr. c. Among this group 'WBre the three 'Who were 
exposed to compulsory c~nsultation. It is reasonable to speculate that 
if' they had been better informed on the mental health program in the area., 
they might have been less fearful and suspicious of' the consultation. 
Another teaCher's dissatisfaction with the service stemmed largely from 
her misunderstanding of mat inf'or.m.a.tion Dr. c. could provide. and 'What 
. . . 
connection existed between the consultation service and the Guidance Center 
itself'. 
Further evidence suggests that lack of knowledge of the consultation 
service and the mental health resources offered by the Guidance Center 
seriously reduces the potential effectiveness of the consultation program. 
One teaCher describe~ at great length the difficulties she was having with 
a child in her class. She had not even mentioned htm to the consultant 
because he had come to discuss another youngster and she had not realized 
that he might be interested in this one also. A few teachers did not lalow 
how they might arrange future meetings with Dr. c. Several were uncle.ar 
about the sort of help they could expect from him.· Yet these were the 
teaChers who had had some contact with Dr. c. and 'Who were able in most 
instances to increase their understanding of these services. How lD.8lV' 
others are unaware of' .the opportunity for consultation or the channels 
tor seeking it! 
Duration and Frequenc,y of Consultation Contact 
The writer feels 6 that while practical considerations may now govern 
how often and how long the consultant continues working with the consul tee, 
a theoretical optimum of frequena.y and duration does exist in each case. 
. . ·-
Some day these two elements may be taken into consider& tion for more 
conscious and deliberate planning. 
The short time span covered by this s~div makes any meaningful 
discussion of duration extremely difficult. At least one-fourth of the 
cases are still "in process" which means that th~ are either slated for 
periodic followups, or are kept open pending receipt of physical• 
neurological or psychiatric reports on the youngster. The disposition of 
another six or eight oases is somewhat less clear. In several of these 
cases the next step has been left to the teaoher6 While in others an 
informal check is WS,intained with the principal. Less than half of the 
twenty oases are considered by the consultant to be "closed11 • If only 
these were to be considered in a discussion of duration, the findings 
would ~e prejudiced since cases carried over a longer time span are ex-
cluded. Even this group of eight or nine "closed" cases had little in 
common. It included voluntar,y and oomp~lsor,y consultations and cases 
that varied widely in degree of urgency. 
Frequency can be discussed more easily than duration since, by the 
definition used here, it is the number of consultations per case within 
a given span of time. In those situations where one teacher was concerned 
!with two or more youngsters., a single meeting 'With Dr. c. might have been 
used for aiscussing a number of oases. In this eV8nt several consultations 
~ould be recorded for statistical purposes since the focus is consultations 
per case rather than per consul tee. Thus, a~ though there were. 36 -vi sits 
with teachers e.nd principals, there were 44 consultations on the twenty 
cases • 
.. The ~um.b~r of consul ta tiona per case in the four month period 
coVered by this study ranged from.· one to f'i w. _ It should be remembered 
that these figures represent frequency: of consultation and are not final 
totals since a majcrity of cases are not dy~t closed. Similarly, the 
average .. of slightly more than .two consultations per case will increase 
~ . ., ~ 
before all of these fir'St twenty cases are O'lo~ea.!/ 
i;rhere are four types of dispositio1u (l) closed (2) next step left 
to teacher (:?) fol~cw-up (4) _in process •. These categories are not 
necessarily mutual~ exclusive., Thus_. "in process" and ttfcllow-up" are 
yery much the same. !rhe fermer has a more actiw and continuous connotatio .. 
whereas the latter implies a certain amount of closure. A few of the hal£ 
. .·- . .- .· '.- ' . .. . 
dozen cases in 'Which the next step has been lett to the teacher, are 
"closed" for all p~~ctic~i purposes judging from. the autho.r' s interviews 
with these teachers. 
.. -
,A.s ~gJ:~.t be expec-t.ed, there is a gooci ~~rrelatio~ between frequency 
o:f' consultation· contact and degree o£ urgency o£ case.. Going back to the 
two groupings o£ crisis..; like and non;..~risis cases. esta~lished earlier in 
the chapter 1 a striking contrast in frequency is noted. During the tour 
onth period o£ study there were a total · o£ .24 consultations on the seven 
Present indications- are ~t the final 'average Will be close to three 
consultations per O'e.se. About six or eight cases 'Will probably be con-
luded with oll.e more interview While another two or three that are not yet· 
ecbnically listed as 'closed' will probably have no further consultations. 
crisis•like cases as co.mpared with 9 consultations on the six non-crisis 
oases. In this latter group there were no more than two consultations on 
- . -
e.:n;y one case. In the crisis..;like group-one- case required only two 
consultations whUe each of the othersl'required three or more. Table 7• 
. . . . . 
presents this·da~a with the ~urrent disposition• 
' ' . - -· . 
Table 7. Comparison of Non-Crisis and Ori_sis-like Oases According to 
· Frequency of Consultation and Disposition of Case 
Degree 
of Case Number· ot 
Urgency Jilln.ber Consultations Currant Disposition 
l 1 Closed 
2 1 Closed 
Nen•crisis 9 l -Closed· 
Cases 10 2 In process· 
(6) 13 2 In process -
17 2 Next step left to teacher 
4 4 ·closed 
5 2 Closed 
Crisis-like 6. 4 Closed 
Cases 15 5 Follo'W""Up (7) 18 3 Closed·· 
19 3 NeXt step left to teacher 
20 3 Next step left to teacher 
3 1 NeXt step_ left to teacher 
7 3 _·closed 
Unolassfied 8 •l Followwup after first of year 
Cases 11 1 In process 
(7) 12 l xn· process . 
14 1 NeXt step left to teacher 
16 2 Next step left to teacher 
Total· 20 44 
Comparison of closed cases in each group highlights -the difference 
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in frequeno.y between_non-crisis an~ crisis-l~e cases. The three closed 
oases in the former group to:taled just three collSultationSJ the_ four 
closed cases in the latter group totaled thirteen consultations. 
Chapter four has presented a discussion of crisis consultation along 
with the writer's methodology for id~titying two clear ·Q'?-t groups of 
crisis-like and non-crisis cases for comparative purposes. The concepts 
of timing and degree of urgenc.y were discussed with particular reference 
to orisiB consultation. other factors. including voluntary and non-
voluntary consultations knawledge of Guidance Center and consultation 
services frequenc.y and duration of consultation contact, and relation of 
frequency of. consultation to degree of Urgency, were also taken up in 
this chapter. i'he writer feels tba::t _they ·are among the more :important 
elements in the consultation prooe.ss. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
· ~Jroo/ 
This stuctr 'WB.S undertaken in au effort to learn howAconsultation 
operates and ~t factors mar be significant in deter.mining its effective-
ness. More specifically~ the following ~estions were aSked: 
1. What type of cases•were chosen for' consultation? 
2 •. To what extent is there agreement between the consultant and the 
eonsultee with respect to the problem, and to the goals? How did the 
oonsultee perceive the value of the service? 
3· How important are factors of timing, emergent nature of the 
problem, frequency and duration of consultation oontact6 previous know-
ledge of the GUidance Canter and/or the consultation service~ and manner 
in which the consultation was arranged. 
4. What casework techniques and principles are found in consultation? 
The author sought the answers to the above questions "ria a series of 
interviews 'Wi. th some consul tees and their consul taut~ · A supplementary 
questionnaire was distributed, after these interviews had been completed, 
to obtain additional information on a few points. The stuctr focused on 
the first twenty eases brought to the consultant • s attention from the :f'iire 
elementary schools and special class in ~!~. 
It 1VB.s found that the cases were fairly evenly distributed through 
the five sChools. Eleven of these first 20 cases were chronic while nine 
twere of recent origin. The great majority of eases involved boys, the 
actual total being 17 boys as compared with three girls. MOst of these 
youngsters came from. the first three grades with the heaviest oonoen-
tration in grade two. Eight oases came from this grade alone, with thir• 
teen coming tram the f'irst three grades combined. Problems 'Were grouped 
under four headings: aead~c. behaVior, parental, and "other" according 
to the chief complaint brought to the consultant at the initial consul-
tation. There were more behavior problems (eight) than any other type. 
The remaining dozen problems were rather evenly distributed among the 
•I 
three other categories• · Academic and behavior problems comprised ten of 
the eleven eases in the chronic g:roup while there 'Were five parental 
problems out of the nine recent eases. 
In order to examine the extent of agreement between consultant and 
eonsultee on the basic problem, the,·author established tour categories. 
It was found that two cases fell into the first group o£ those that 
suffered through faulty communication of one sort or another. In nine 
eases there appeared to be close general agreement between the parties 
involved. FoUr eases fell into the thi:rd category of those shoWing 
similar perceptions but with a large component of teacher involvement as 
seen by the consultant. The fourth eatego.ry also contained four oases, 
all of which were seen by the consultant to present teacher invol veme:D.t 
as the ke.y factor. 
Consultant - oonsultee goals were considered according to whether the.y 
were "complementa:ry", "partly complementary", or "divergent". In eight 
cases goals were complementary, in nine cases goals were partly comple.men~ 
tar,y and in three cases goals were divergent. A ver,r close relationship 
was found between goals a:tld extent o£ agreement on the basic problem. 
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Thus- where there -was general agreement 'With respect to the basic problem6 
goals were mostly complementary, 'Where there 'WaS a large or major 
component of teaCher involve.ment6 goals inclined to be partly complemen• 
tary; where there had been an initial misunderstanding a goals were diver-
gent. 
Oonsultees were generally enthusiastically positive toward the 
service. It was very well received on the administrative level and those 
principals who had had most experience with it were also more vocal in 
their praise. Most teachers felt th&.t there was great value in having 
consultation services available; some teachers felt there was at least 
some value 6 and a few teachers felt that consultation was of doubtful 
value. In ter.ms of the value of consultation in their o~ personal 
situation6 teachers were slightly less enthusiastic. In nearly half the 
cases teachers thought that the service had been very helpful, in almost 
the other halt' of the cases teachers t'el t consultation had been only 
slightly helpful and in a few cases the teachers found no significant 
merit in speaking with Dr. c. l'lb.ere several teachers found the end result 
of speaking w1 th the consultant to have been slightly helpful a they may 
at the same time have. ezP:ressed · negative · attitudes or criticism of the 
service. Since one of the prime Sims of consultation is to help the 
child's situation through working 'With the. teaeher6 it vas natural to 
compare the problem at the time consultation "MM.S sought. with the current 
situation. It was noted that consultation was but one of~ factors 
which might have contributed to change or improvement in a case. In five 
cases teachers felt the situation had became much better; in ten oases 
slight improvement was noted; in four cases there appeared to have been no 
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improvement,. and 1n one case things seem to have gotten worse. In about 
one third of the oases• teachers attributed at least some of the improve-
iJnent directly to the consultation. In the other oases teachers felt that 
they either could not account for change in the situation, or, in a few 
cases definitely attributed change to factors other ~ the consultation. 
A discussion of crisis consultation and some of the factors which 
seemed to be significantly related to it, 'WaS the $Ubject of chapter four. 
The :matter of timing, the point at 'Which the consultant enters the case, 
[was taken up after the :methodology for selecting crisis-like cases had 
been presented. It ..,._s seen that there were difficulties in establishing 
criteria for evaluating timing• Remarks of consultees indicated that it 
was probably an important .factor in crisis consultation and of less 
~ignifioance where the m. tuation 'WaS not urgent. However it 'Was inferred 
ithe..t in some non-crisis situations timing may have been premature, and 
~ 
~eferred action qy the consultant might have led to a more fruitful contact 
The question of the importance of the degree of urgency which wa.s 
[)resent when the consultant arrived, was next discussed. It vm.s found that 
~ges in teaohers' attitudes were associated with crisis consultations 
)Ut ~re not seen in non-crisis consultations. The author feels this to 
pe one of the more significant findings of the· study and believes that 
.u.~er research in this area would have considerable value. 
The importance of the manner in 'Which consultation wa.s arranged wa.s 
nvestigated by defining two categories of voluntary and non-voluntary 
onsultations. ~ether the consultee asked to see Dr. c. or wa.s asked to 
ee him, mattered greatly. Consultees who took initiative in arranging 
he original meeting :with Dr. c. were generally well satisfied with the 
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service and gave no indication that it aroused anxiety-. On the other 
hand9 fear, suspicion and resistance characterized those consultees Who 
did not voluntarily seek consultation. 
Very few of the consul tees had any- knowledge of the South Shore 
Guidance Center or the consultation service prior to speaking with Dr. c. 
The f~ur teachers who appeared to be best acquainted with these resources 
were very enthusiastic about their experience with consultation. They 
also had been active in seeking a meeting 'With Dr. c. The eight teachers 
having no previous knowledge of the Guidance Center included all those 
wno were fearful 9 suspicious or resistant to the service. Teachers in 
this group showed many misconceptions about the service and in several 
instances did not know how future consultations might be arranged$ how 
referrals to the Guidance Center could be made, or how the consultant 
might be of further help to- them. The potenti~l effectiveness of the 
consultation program. is seriously reduced through this type of ignorance. 
lA program. of mental health education and/or orientation to the consultation 
service and community' resources could obviate t~s difficulty. 
The author found it difficult to discuss the concept of duration of 
the consultation contact since less than half of the c~ses studied had been 
closed. There was the further complication of the limited time span 
covered by the study' "Which in itself ruled out the possibility of finding 
long term contacts. However, frequency of consultation was less dependent 
on these factors. It was seen that the number of consultations per case 
tvaried f'rom one to five, :with the present average being slightly more than 
~ per case and the expected f~l·avera.ge nearly three consultations 
per case. Frequency of' contact and degree of urgency of case seamed to 
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correlate closely. There were 24 consultations on the seven crisis-like 
cases compared to 9 on the non-crisis cases for an average ratio of 3·4 : 
1.5 consultations per case. 
Consultation and Case Work 
At the present ttme consultation is being practiced b,y case workers8 
psychologists and psychiatrists. As this type of service gains wider 
recognition and acceptance8 the question of Which discipline or disciplines 
are best equipped to offer the service may arise. The wri tar feels that 
such issues are best decided on the basis of individual training8 
experience and ability. C.onsultation is a delicate art requiring 
specialized knowledge, broad experience and great sensitivity. As the 
process becames further understood, better developed and more refined8 
greater demands will be made of the consultant for specialized training 
and a period of in-service. supervised field experience. HOwever, under-
lying the specialized techniques of consultation is a boqy of knowledge 
generic to all three disciplines and a set of principles Which have been 
particularly well developed b,y the field of social work. The generic base 
includes a thorough understanding of ps.ycho~cs - the forces Which 
underlie human motivation and behavior. It also includes the consultant's 
conscious use of self in his interaction ~th the oonsultee. The chief 
principle on 19hich effective consultation is based, is acceptance -
sincere acceptance of' the consultee as an individual and as a co-profes-
sional person, non-judgemental acceptance of the consultee's situation and 
of the difficulties of the y9ungster in question. Principles of inter• 
viewing8 the medium through which consultation operates8 have been an 
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important concern of social ~rk. However, the autho~ does not intend to 
present a treatise on social case work principles, but merely hopes to 
indicate the close connection between consultation and social work theor,y 
and practiceo A further element of similarity rests in the concept and 
use of relationship - the interaction of two people working together 
toward a common goal. It depends on the consultee's desire for help and 
the consultant's ability and desire to offer help. Xhe latter's function 
then becomes that of 'enabler' and is directed to'wa.rd helping the 
consultee find a more effective solution to the problem. 
The specific techniques utilized ~ the consultant in eaCh case 
would only appear in a process record of contacts with the consultee. 
This information is not available. However, on the basis of the author's 
talks with the consultant and consul tee several general points can be 
made. In practically ever,y instance the consultant quickly was able to 
establish a positive relationship with the consultee and was able to 
demonstrate his interest and desire to help. Inmost eases, particularly 
those that extended through two or more contacts, the consultant was also 
able to demonstrate his accepting, non-judgemental attitude. He was able 
to provide the emotional support needed by several consultees during a 
~eriod of stress. He provided at least a few consultees the novel 
experience of a non-critical, non-threatening authority figure. In some 
situations the consultee was merely offered a chance to 'ventilate' 
~eelings towards a child or paren~, thereby relieving some of the pressure. 
In other situations the consultant. went' further and helped clarity some of 
~hese feelings and helped to reduce the anxiet,y and guilt connected with 
!;hem. Techniq'Ues of enviroll!nental manipulation were seen in several cases. 
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The most common example involved working with the principal and· superin-
tendent to help them support a teacher in a particular area of difficulty .. 
On a few occasions the use of other resources s.uoh as the Guidance Center, 
itself, or the remedial reading instructor, -was suggested. In addition 
to the accepting, supportive attitude of the consul tent, direct steps 
were often taken to relieve the consult!~et;' s guilt or to maintain a 
workable level of anxiety. In summary, it appears that the prime factor 
in effective consultation work is conscious and skillful use of the 
relationship. Improvement in the consultee' s situation, if linked to the 
consultation service, would seem to have come through experiential therapy-
rather than through insight. The teacher, "through identification with 
the consultant's attitudes ••• may be able to mobilize sufficient strength 
to overcome his personal problem directly, or to solve the parallel 
!Problem of the child. nY 
This brief discussion of consultation and,case work has been presented 
~o show the close connection between these two t,ypes of helping process. 
~t may serve as a starting potnt for same further, more detailed analysis 
f)f s:lmilari ties between them. It should be noted that there are numerous 
~echniques which have been developed by consul te.nts and are unique to the 
ponsultation method. Discussion of these is beyond .the scope of this stud:f 
~e reader is rete~red to the writings of Dr. Caplan for a full exposition 
pf' the principles and techniques of consul ta.tion. 
Basic casework principles and techniques ~re found to underlie the 
ponsulta.tion process. The prime factor in effective consultation work 
j . 
V Gerald Caplan, Mental. Health Consultation in Schools, op. cit., P• ;. 
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appeared to be conscious and skillful use of the relationship. 
This stu~ seems to indicate the vas~ possibilities for productive 
mental health work through consultation services to public schools. The 
significance of certain factors in the consultation process ha.s been 
dem.onstra ted and the need for further stu~ in 1ll8.li;Y of these areas was 
stressed. The writer feels that this field will expand and develop greatly 
during the next few years. Social case workers seem particularly well 
equipped by training to engage in consultation work.. It should be stresse 
however, tha.t anyone entering the field of consultation must ha.ve additio 
supervised training in the method, techniques and theory of this co.mplex, 
difficult but highly rewarding endeavor. 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
SCHEDULE I 
Identif,ving info~tion on case 
Name: Sex a 
Age: Grade a 
Presenting problema Date Reported: 
Identif,ying information on consultation 
Date reporteda -~~_i_n~;p.e;~: 
Dates of consultation: wno sought consultation? 
School: How m.aJ:cy' consultations? with whom! 
Teacher: Disposition of case: 
Interaction during consultation: 
Attitudes of consul tee {in terms o£ an.xious 6 threatened, friendly, aloof, 
involved, cooperative and so forth): 
Attitudes of other persons concer.ned (e.g. principal, superintendent): 
Were consultations separate or joint?: 
I£ joint, how was it handled! 
How -was it perceived by those involved? 
.APPEEDlXB 
SCHEDOLE II 
This is the "bterview guide" which the author kept in mind during 
his conversations with oonsultees. The following self introduction 
preceded each interview and was adhered to with .as little variation as 
seemed practical t . · 
0 Hello. I'm Robert Cohen, a student at the Boston University School 
of Social Work. I'm working on m:r master's thesis and in this connection 
I am studying the consultation program in the Hillside schools. I em 
speaking with all the teachers who have talked with Dr. c. and I am 
interested in your impression of this servioe.11 
Generally • this introduction was sufficient. The interviewee would 
launch into an account of the problem., the meeting with Dr. c., the 
current situation and so forth. If points listed in the "interview guide11 
were not covered, the interviewer would • focus • the consul tee on the 
topics desired. If the infor.mant became anxious or defensive, the inter-
viewer 'WOUld strive to convey his interest., appreciation. acceptance and 
non-judgemental attitude in accordance with good casework practice; at 
the same time exercising care to avoid disturbing the consultant•cousultee 
relationship. ln this connection, the author readily answered questions 
· &bout himself, his study1 his affiliation 1rith the Guidance Center, but 
politeJ;r. avoided answering questions about Dr. c., his methods, consul-
tation per se, or what the author 'WB.s· finding out during the study 
APPEm>lX B (CONTINUED) 
"Iaterview Guide" 
Consultee's name: 
Date of Interviewa 
Position in school B,yste.m: 
How long in school system: 
Impression of problem: 
Attitudes toward interviewer: 
Attitudes toward problem: 
{a) At time consultation was sought: 
(b) At present timea 
Expectations of consultation: 
To what extent were expectations fulfilled?: 
Theories re improvement or lack of it: 
Theory of causes of problem: 
How long has it persisted: 
How did consultee learn of the service?: 
Bow was the meeting with Dr. C. arranged? a 
'What is consultee' s knowledge and/or experience with Guidance Center?: 
Reoammendations re future service: 
other pertinent comments or insightful remarks a 
APPENDIX 0 
SCBEDULE III 
Information given by the consultant was grouped in the following 
m.anner: 
Who sought consultation: 
Prevalent attitudes - en elaboration of item in Schedule I: 
Impression of the problem including theory of underlying cause: 
What 1iere goals. of the consultation: . 
Extent to 'VIhich they: were realized· as indicated by statements of 
school personnels follow-ups. inferential clues, impressions etc. 
Reasons for improvement or lack of it (eg. negative attitudes on 
part of consultee, nature of the disturbances insufficient contaotG 
Other comments (including suggestions for.modification of technique): 
Casework techniques most commonly employed: 
The following questionnaire is part of the current· survey of consul• 
tation services in the Hillside Schools. Please place a check mark before 
the phrase which best completes each statement. Although your contact. 
with Dr. Cooper may have been very brief, please try to ans"W&r each part. 
Do not sign your name. After completing this questionnaire~ enclose it 
in the accomp8lJiV'ing envelope, and mail before :March 9· · 
1. Was the consultation service• as offered by Dr. C.ooper 
exactly "What had been expected? 
- something like 'Wliat had been expected? 
- had no real expectations beforehand. · · 
-somewhat different from. 'What had been expected. == very much different frOm. 'What bad been expected. 
2. In your situation do you thillk speaking with .Dr. Cooper was 
very helpful. 
- slightly helpful. 
-of no significant merit •. 
-essentially a waste of time. 
---- a real nuisance. · 
-· 
3• In respect to your understanding of the background and reasons for the 
particular problem, would you say, 
Dr. Cooper greatly increased this understanding. 
-----Dr. Cooper shed scime light on the basis of the problem. 
-----Dr. Cooper bad little to ofter in this area. 
-Dr. Cooper -.s somewhat confusmg. 
- Dr. Cooper was. very confusing. 
• Since speaking with Dr. Cooper .would you se.y that the situation has 
become much better. 
-become slightly better. 
- remained about the same;. 
~grown slightly worse. ::= grown much worse. 
• wnere you have noticed a change in the situation, would you attribute 
this · 
in large measure a result of spee.ldng with Dr. Cooper •. 
----to soma extent a result of speaking with Dr. Cooper. 
----probably to soma other factors. 
-definitely to ·other factors. . 
- impossible to really $S.y what 'Wll.s responsible. 
- . 
6. At the time you spoke "With Dr. Cooper would you say that the situation 
'WS.S 
extremely acute. 
- somewhat urgent. 
-mildly disturbing 
== not really a problem· from your point of view. 
7• Since speaking with Dr. Cooper 'WOUld you say that your understanding 
of the South Shore Guidance Center has 
greatly increased. 
----- increased slightly. 
- remained about the same. 
----- become somewhat less clear. 
=:become very unclear. 
8. At the present time would you rate your knowledge of the South Shore 
Guidance Center as 
very good. 
-good. 
- fair. 
-slight. 
- very slight. 
-
9• Would you say these services are 
of great value. 
- of slight value. 
-of doubtful value. 
- of no value. 
- somewhat harmtul. 
10. Would you recommend that the consultatiOn. services 'Which are now being 
offered be 
extended to all schools as part of the total educational program. 
----- extended only to those sohools which request it. 
----- discontinued. 
This questionnaire was distributed personally b,y the author to each 
consultee along ~th a coded, self-addressed envelope. Thus, it was 
possible to match and then compare returned questionnaires with individual 
interview responses. 
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